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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

UTFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hollis B. Chenery, VPD; and E. Stoutjesdijk, DRD DATE: June 29, 1982.

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRD

SUBJECT: Activities at the Bank, FY82

1. In FY82, there was a substantial increase in my policy advising and
operational support activities, largely at the expense of my research. One-
half of the time shown under the heading "LDC Governments" in the enclosed
table relates to my heading a large Bank mission to Turkey; the other half
pertains to advisory missions to China, Morocco, Portugal, and Tunisia.

2. The report of the mission I led to Turkey will appear shortly in
red cover. Furthermore, my advisory feeport on China will be published in
article form. These publications are listed in the enclosure, together with
other papers written outside the framework of Research Committee - supported
research. As regards the latter, the book derived from RPO 670-01 (Bela
Balassa and Associates, Development Strategies in Semi-Industrial Economies,
pp. x, 394) was published by Johns Hopkins Press for the Bank this Spring.

cc: Messrs. Wright, VPERS; Pyatt, DRD; Mrs. Krueger (o/r) VPERS.

Fnclosure
BBalassa:nc



Activities at the World Bank, FY74-FY82

Bela Balassa

FY74 FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80

Research 37.0 36.7 35.2 31.2 20.4 27.0 30.8

RPOs 33.5 35.9 29.4 23.9 21.5 11.0 12.0Non-RPOs 3.5 0.8 5.8 7.3 6.9 16.0 18.8

Research Advising and Management 23.0 25.7 23.2 23.2 28.4 42.9 19.7

Research Committee 3.2 3.5 2.4 3.4 12.5 35.3 5.3DRC 15.1 20.4 19.1 16.7 13.3 7.1 12.5Other DPS 4.7 1.8 1.7 3.1 2.6 0.5 1.9

Policy Advising and Operational Support 27.6 31.4 32.3 29.2 23.9 20.5 37.4

Management 6.8 8.0 5.9 5.6 3.8 3.0 2.7Regions and Projects 11.6 9.7 4.2 9.2 6.4 1.0 4.3LDC Governments 9.2 13.7 22.2 14.4 13.7 16.5 30.4

Other 12.4 6.2 9.3 16.4 19.3 16.6 12.1

Meetings on development issues 2.4 - 2.2 8.9 9.0 1.0 5.3Liaison with outside organizations 4.1 0.5 1.7 1.7 4.3 3.5 1.5Miscellaneous .5.9 5.7 5.4 5.8 6.0 5.1 5.3

All Activities 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0



Non-RPO Studies by Bela Balassa, FY82

1. (et. al.) Turkey: Industrialization and Trade Strategy, Vol. I, pp. vi, 36;Vol. II, pp. 322; Vol. III, pp. 91.

2. "The Hungarian Economic Reform, 1968-81," World Bank Staff Working Paper
No. 506, Washington, D.C. February 1982; to be published in the Proceedings
of the U.S. - China Conference on Alterpative Development Strategies.

3. "The Adjustment Experience of Developing Countries After 1973," to be
published in the Proceedings of the Conference on IMF Conditionality.

4. "Disequilibrium Analysis in Developing Economies: An Overview" DRD Discussion
Paper No. 32, Washington, D.C. June 1982; to be published in World Development.

5. "Reforming the New Economic Mechanism in Hungary," World Bank Staff Working
Paper (to appear); to be published in Journal of Comparative Economics.

6. "Economic Reform in China," to be published in Banca Nazionale del Lavoro,Quarterly Rewiew.



2134 Myomtng AWae* N.V.
Wasbington. D.C. 20008
MAn 29, 1982.

Archaeology, Dept. P,
53 Park Place
Nowr York, N.Y. 10001

Dear Sir:

I would like to order a Arch&* Wgy Guide. My check for $2.50
is encloed along with a stamped self-addressed envelops.

Yours truly,

Enclosure Bela Balassa



Hk. Timothy King, 20R1E1 Jue 29, 1962.

Bela Balas ED

Nbown and the Subsistenes Sector:a Sco.ome Participation
and Rousehld -eisti-M0akg in Npal"

1. 1 do agee that the above would wAsa a good Bank Staff Working
Paper. I would suggest, hwever, asttUSn dnex 11 from the working paper
version. While this should be emamaded for publication in a book, and I
think that the study would fit nielyr Ito the Btas ongraph saries, it would
make the working paper ratbsr long. (It would also reduce the chances for book
pubication.)

2. Pleaa* provide the asteract and suemnay requested In Winterbottom's
May 14 mno and described in the material I swAt arond lost week. 4As,
we need the original, together with a copy, fare Parsntshop



Record Removal Notice AMM67

File Title Barcode No.
Bela Balassa's chron files - June 1982

30225146

Document Date Document Type
Jun 25, 1982 Letter

Correspondents / Participants
To: Mr. John H. Duloy, VPERS
From : Bela Balassa, DRD

Subject I Title
RPO 671-35 Export Incentives in Developing Countries

Exception No(s).

D1 D2 D 3 L14 D 5 E 6 7 Z 8 E 9 I 10 A-C 10 D E Prerogative to Restrict

Reason for Removal
Corporate Administrative Matters

Additional Comments The item(s) identified above has/have been removed
in accordance with The World Bank Policy on Access
to Information. This Policy can be found on the World
Bank Access to Information website.

Withdrawn by Date
Chandra Kumar Jun 10, 2014

Archives 1 (May 2012)



Mr. P. Miovic, EPDIT June 24, 1982,

Bala galas**, DRD

Le Monde

1. 1 reeitve a copy of Le Monde, with in sent first to Mer. Benjenk
and afterwards to you. I had considerable delays in receiving the isses
and the situation has deteriorated in recent weeks. -It was only a few days
ago that the April 28 to May 11 issues reached me. Also, I am missing the
issues between May 12 and 15, betwoon Hey 20 and 30, and between June I and
june 6.

2. -Mr. Benjenk tels me that he sands on Le Monde to you without
delay. I would appreciate it i you could ensure that the issues are
forwarded to me ptamptly. Plase also sesah for the missing issues.



Planned Activities in FY83

Bela Balassa

Research 50
RPO

RPO 670-87 Industrial Policies and Economic Integration 12
in Western Africa

RPO 671-35 Export Incentives in Developing Countries 12

RPO 672-41 Changes in Comparative Advantage in 12
Manufactured Goods

Non-RPO Research 14

Policy Advising and Operational Support 35

Leading Mission to Morocco 15

Country Advisory Missions 15

Support to Regional Offices 5

Management 15

Development Research Department 12

Research Committee 3



Total Number of Days Worked, FY1982

Bela Balassa

1981 July 22 days
August 4
September 20.5
October 20
November 13
December 21

1982 January 20
February 16.5
March 18.5
April 21
May 21
June 16

Total number of days 213.5

Number of days contracted 180

difference 33.5



I 61 4007

MR. JAYTA &GY, BUUK ANKARA HOTEL

ARKARA, TU*KEY

ItPlAT TEL14*AX PATIO 40NIF 21. VILL rAMCItPAfT AT OESA* COSM#6aEN

AND REVIEW INCENTIVES P*OJECT It ISTANBUL ON AVOUST 6 AND ?.

PLEASE 194MINE If I COULD, SEE AXTURK ON AU69ST 9 N06AT A020199 TO

DISCUSS PROJECT AND CABLE YOUR AVS9tR. 2. "4. SILVA LOPES WOULD

LIKE TO %NOW "REM TE TURKEY FtNAUCIAL SECTO MISSION5 WILL TAXI

PLACE. S. YOUR URGENT REPLY 114VStTED. RISAODS, BALAStA

CABkt 6124192

set* "*toss&

Wo talso

Isea ##-BrtttaOf~



June 24, 1982.

Dr. Warner W. Poseraeea
Insttut fur Upisee Virtehaftsafrschung
der Unsverattat Zurich

Forchatrasse 145
Zurleh
Switzerland

Dear Dr. Pomne*I"

Many thanks for Yom letter of June let and for your Itertsna
in my "Primer In Culiary Xaonomes. I an afraid that I bave kept only
oe copy of the sarit3erf tlm and ae I as a"t able to ead these
to you. Howevse, I vmald be very amMh interested in relsving your
evaluaio of the rstkaans, I hoe Imtand In the last edtion.

Your* sitnerly

Role Blass4



June 24, 1982.

Mr. Joa Louis Masselin
Socift6 tt udes Sconadiques ot Financlhres
Socit6 civile weticuiare
21, ru* Jwn-ttaraz
75008 Paris
France

Dear )ft, Masselin:

Thank you for your letter of May Ilth which reached me after my
return from a lng trip to China. There has been no change in the status
of the studies on Western Africa, thus, you can make us of the studie

I earlier sent to you.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



2134 Wyoming Avenue N~.
Wasgtn, D.C. 20008
June 24, 1992.

KULTURA
Hungarian Foreign Trading Company
H-1389 Budapest
P.O.B..149
Hungary

Dear Sir:

In March 1982 1 ordered Usti Vilaggazdasag for one year. I
have found that I have little interest in the publication and would1 ike
to cancel my order. Please credit a for the remaining part of myr
subscription for future paymets on journals I am reeiving from you.

Your* sincerely,

Belt Balassa
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Asking for reimbursement

Exception No(s).
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M*. FRAMMWT, CE#TRE DES HAUTE$ STUDES Ofs

L'ARMEMENT, 21, PLACE JOFFRE, 75?00 PARIS, FRANCE

I HAVE INFORM~ COLOM6 FOUCHE ON JUNE 19 *Y LETTER T"AT I EXPECT

TO BE ABLE TO GIVE A LECTURE ON VECEMOER 6. P66AR 6, BALAStA

CARLE #48

BELA RALASSA

BELA RALASSA
saatassa~nt 0Rb Director's Office



lCOsNOIto INIMUfTE Of ECG*OPTC *f"0L*P0l*T, ISTNBU, TURKEY

YOUR EXPENSE ACCO0l07 VATE6 PAT 15 WAS RECEIVED MAY&, I HAVE

TRAMssaTED IT TO OASNR eas t AROSoa SALASSA

CAIDLE 6124/32

BELA BALASSA

SELA SALASSA

one - eeter Offfeo



Mr. Reary P. Gas.sme,st Jima 24, 1982.

wU Bala&*&, D?.

I reeived today Professor Hie' expense report1d dated May 15th
vhich Is enclosed.

laclosure
E~aaai



Bureau of Eonomic and Busin Reearch
Colete of ommere and Business Aministration

University of Illinois at Urbanoammalgan
Champagn,Ilinos 6120

Dear Sir:

I sent you the enclosod lsaette of ay U8th but have not yet
reeied ans answer. I would appecia having your postive reply by
return mai.

I would like to add that no journal has so far rofusod pervisio
to have my-paers reprinted. Rather, journsal& have welcoind the opportnity
to gte greater publicity to the papers And to the Journal telf.

Yoursa fte"*ly,

Encloste Bela Baas"a



May 11, 1982.

Bureau of Economic and Business research
College of Corrierce and Business Administration
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Champaign, Illinois 61820

Dear Sir:

I am writinF to you to ask for your permission to include in the
World Bank Reprint Series my paper "Policy Responses to Extern&l Shocks
in Selected Latin-American Countries' that appeared in the volume E.aport
Divreification and the New Protectionism,: The E-periences of Latin
America. As shown in the enclosed Reprint appropriate reference is made
to the place of publication.

Your early attention to this request would be appreciated.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa

cc: Mr. Werner Baer



ea &Iawm DR

101.- Id a Ulko to ask yms to adertise a postta for a eeaeb
a"staust to woft with m an nowMgs sar mw san se waytsal raelsaed

to oparatonl ad6 VateUey-*rLa t=d wi=mna t . Kowmtb *Ya ,i vb as
die e-mlleu w"ni for soi an & fixed-tim eesat, veml be a prbwe
caiate for this position.

backgramst in ecoamle tbeary, dmmlepamta *eaema mWd aeonetries, as
we11 as basic computser $Mlls,



June 22, 1982

Prof "*or Walter Galmmoun
Depatmnte of 846mia

168 TV** Hall
Itacma, N.Y. 1483

Dear Valtert

All the sugrmtsed dates, except for Septemiber 13-14, are fine with we but
I could attend only an Mondas s ince I bave a heavy teashdng load at Johns
Hopkins in Baltmoe on Tuosdays.

I have practically cmplte tb* rsionte of my pape oKam. Sbould I
send this to yms or do youa expest tbat I would need fws10mm revision af ter tto
September motlns. Is the late e I would pefer to wait untl te

meeting.sali

Bela ftlasea

:A



Bela galassa, DID

"Llealiseain tt t S tabili ao In the Sotem- Ce.,e A sareb Pnwesal
- draftre ulat* J"Mi R

1. 1 agree idtth e generalthea t arry Wastpbal's nme. My,
suggstion eem1d be to start the d0asais wi ta fimleelt asmos
ianiating that te adjustment rusnonied to (a) liberalization- (b

stailatsi n ae 41tortimna sesle wWs labor nmat;. Yn could.
tnna, emwitder (a) to (a) asaatnely, furtbar aftema-ns your ItaloMn to
dsaentftlo tbeir reaie sotsum to he fimaa

2. The di..u.sion of frwevea adawtm--a should be more detailed, witli
a paagip meat wn *nth fam of a43esona. Those sbould be aefully
distingsebed from acman. eedtllg adjstmext.s Tor axwipe, thaxges
In qality Is a form of adimaustef h te *aiati tsy of foei excbafte
is an *e~v..em.nar factor (pp. 15-16)

3. The prpoa Otumm nab* it cewen wty tU laqp iris survey wmUs be
m..dea. Te rneeeo on p. 2D JA not adeq5-t- for ths purpoe.

ce: Mr. Vestal, M



V -D BANK/ INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOt. f ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Brendan Horton DATE: June 22, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassar'*

SUBJECT: Etude des Industries M&caniques

1. Cette 6tude repr6sente une am~lioration par rapporta l'6tude dusecteur textile et cuir, tant dans la m6thodologie que dans la pr6sentation
des r6sultats empiriques. La synthese des r6sultats obtenus pour les sous-secteurs est particulierement utile. Il nous faudrait n~anmoins une
description g6ndrale des industries rn6caniques au Maroc, qui pr&~cderait
1Vanalyse des sous-secteurs. Aussi, la d6rivation des CPN pour les outputsn'est pas toujours claire, comme il est indiqu6 ci-dessous. Finalement, lacat~gorie du P.G.I. devrait etre indiqu6e pour tous les produits.

Fonderies

2. Dans la description de cette branche, la robinetterie ne figure pasquoiqu'elle soit incluse dans le Tableau A2. En ce qui concerne la fonderiedes m6taux nonferreux, la phrase "ce CPN faible est surprenant" devrait etreremplac6e par" ce CPN faible est expliqu6 par les consid~rations suivantes"(p. 4). Aussi, il faudrait indiquer que le Tableau 2 se r6fere a laprotection tarifaire, ce qui ne correspond pas au coefficient de protectionnominale dans le cas du plomb. En outre, lea donnbes pour le magn6sium et lesautres m6taux communs n'ont apparemment pas 6t6 utilis6es dans le calcul duCPN pour la firme.

3. Pourquoi a-t-on adopt6 des CPN de 1.24 et 1.35 pour les deux soci6t6sfabriquant des m6taux ferreux, quand les comparaisons de prix indiquent untaux de protection beaucoup plus 6lev6 (p. 6)? Aussi, la comparaison des prixpour la robinetterie devrait $tre ajust6e pour la diff~rence entre lea prixrelatifs en 1978 et 1982 (p. 8). Finalement, pourquoi dit-on que le CPNglobal pour les inputs de la robinetterie est pr~sent6 "pour m6moireseulement" (p. 13)?

4. J'ai trouv6 le tableau sur le CPN des inputs tres utile; il nousfaudrait un tableau semblable pour lea outputs. Il faudrait aussi faire unecomparaison dans le texte entre les mesures d'incitations et celles derentabilit6 6 conomique (CPE vs. CER, RFC vs. REC) au niveau des firmes et desbranches.

Transformation des M6taux a Usage Industriel

5. Il faudrait souligner que le CPN pour les produits importds (p. 18)n'a rien a voir avec le CPN retenu pour la firme. En meme temps, je medemande pourquoi lea prix pay6s par les grossistes ne correspondent pas auxdonn6es du tableau de la page 17.

6. Le choix du CPN pour lea boites m6 talliques n'est pas clair. Si leaacheteurs pr6fbrent les bo tes de fabrication nationale et ne veulent pas enimporter, *a reste quand meme un produit 6changeable. Donc, il n'y a pas deraison de comparer le prix de vente au cot social marginal de production (p.24).
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7. L'explication du CPE n~gatif pour la premihre firme devrait e re
6lucidde. S'agit il d'un taux d'utilisation de capacit6 tres faible, ce qui
augmente le cout en devises des machines? On ne peut certainement pas parler
d' une'"guerre des prix" (p. 27).

8. A l'exception des tubes galvanis6s, les firmes de cette branche ont
eu un taux de rentabilit6 financiem directe inf~rieur 1 10 percent, et meme
n~gatif dans le cas des fils galvanis6s. Ainsi, on ne peut pas dire que "sur
le plan financier, certaines de ses activit6s ... parait 9tre tres rentable en
ce sens que la r6mundration des capitaux propres, net d'impot, est 4videmment
suffisamment 6lev~e pour attirer des invertisseurs" (p. 31). Il ne faut pas
oublier que les capitalistes prengent leurs decisions en fonction du taux de
rendement anticip6, qui pourrait etre beaucoup plus 6lev6 que le taux de
rendement r6alis6. Ou bien, est-ce que 1968 6tait une ann6e particulierement
mauvaise pour cette branche?

Transformation des M6taux a Usage Domestique

9. Pourquoi avoir choisi un CPN de 1.45 pour les cuisinieres? Un taux
de 1.55 devrait etre consid~rA comme un minimum; selon les informations
disponibles, 1.70 serait peut-etre un meilleur choix (p. 33). En ce qui
concerne les r6frigbrateurs, on devrait se demander pourquoi les 6carts de
prix sont plus 6lev~s pour les petits que pour les grands (p. 34). Il y a
sans doute une explication. Pour les lames de rasoir, si on r6duit un prix de
1.30 de 30 pour cent, on obtient .91 au lieu de 1.00 (p. 35).

10. Une valeur ajout6e negative aux prix de r~f~rence refllete une perte
de devises. Ainsi, on ne peut pas dire gue, dans le cas des refrigdrateurs,
une interprdtation plus sdvere serait meme qu'il r6sulte de cette activit6

une perte plutot qu' une 6conomie de devises" (p. 40). Aussi, il faudrait
clairement indiquer si cette firme avait une participation 6trangere
importante (p. 42).

Mat~riel de Transport

11. Meme si "les prix des v6hicules marocains ne constituent pas un
handicap a l'exportation" (p. 47), ces prix ne semblent pas couvrir le prix de
revient de la firme. D'autre part, il est difficile de comprendre pourquoi
1'admission temporaire ne pourrait pas tre utilis6e pour toutes les matieres
premieres servant a la production export6e (p. 56). D'ailleurs, les CPN et
CPE a 1'exportation devraient etre calcul6s.

Industries Electriques

12. La diff~rence entre un CPN de 1.30 et les 6carts.de prix plus grands
selon les comparaisons de prix les plus r6centes devrait etre 6lucidde (p.
58). On se souvient que, dans le cas de la robinetterie, on a utilis6 les
comparaisons de prix rAcentes. Sur quelle base est-ce que le CPN de 1.30 a
tA d6termin6. Aussi pourquoi n'a-t-on pas inclus dans les calculs les.

t6l6viseurs en couleur?

13. On se demande pour quelle raison la valeur de "dalestage" est beaucoup
moins importante que le prix r6el (p. 58). Ceci r6duit les b6ndfices des
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exportateurs europ6ens. Aussi, on devrait fournir des informations exactes au
lieu de dire que "la partie du march6 pouvant 'Ptre satisfaite dans le cadre du
Code des Investissements b6ndficie d'une protection tarifaire qui est
probablement inf~rieure au cumul des droits d'entr6e sur les matiares
premihres servant a la production des dits produits" (p. 64).

Industries Diverses

14. Quand les r~sultats pour cette branche seront-ils disponibles?

Sy nthese

15. L'analyse de la protection nominale des outputs et des inputs montre
les r6sultats les plus importants branche par branche sans faire une
comparaison de ces r6sultats. Aussi, en ce qui concerne les CPE, l'accent est
mis sur le rapport entre les CPN des outputs et des inputs.

16. Il serait pr~f6rable de commencer la discussion par une comparaison
des CPE dans les diff~rentes branches ainsi que dans les diffdrentes
catagories d'activit4s, classifi~es selon le niveau de fabrication et, pour
les produits finals, en faisant une distinction entre biens de consommation
durables, biens non durables, machines, et biens de transport autres que les
voitures de tourisme, les motocyclettes et les bicyclettes. Ceci fait, on
devrait indiquer les diff~rences dans les r6sultats par produit dans chaque
cat~gorie d'activit6s. L'explication de la structure des CPE en fonction des
CPN des outputs et des inputs devrait conclure la discussion des incitations.

17. En ce que concerne la rentabilit6 6conomique des activitds, une
comparaison des CER (et des REC) par branche, par cat~gorie d'activit6s, et
par produit s'impose avant qu'on en vienne a une comparaison des RCF et des
REC. D'ailleurs, les CPE et les CER, eux aussi, devraient Atre compar6s.

18. Finalement, l'analyse des incitations et de la rentabilit& 6conomique
devraient aboutir aux conclusions g6n6rales en ce qui concerne le systeme
d'incitations et l'avantage compar6 des branches, des categories d'activites,
et des produits dans les industries mdcaniques du Maroc. Ceci permettrait de
regrouper ce qui a 6t6 dit sur ce sujet d'une facon dispers6e dans l'6tude.

cc: Messrs.- Carter, EM2; Bonnel, EM2; Mateus, EM2; Pursell, IDF; Silva-Lopes, CONS
Ms. Gu~rard, EM2

BBalassa:nc



CHINA, May 14-26

PEKING

THE IMPERIAL PALACE (GUGONG)

III.1 Gate of Heavenly Peace (Tiananmen)
111.2 Meridian Gate (Wumen)
1.1 Gate of Supreme Harmony (Taihemen)
1.2 " : Bronze Lion in Foreground
1.3 " : Detail
1.4 Hall of Supreme Harmony (Taihedian): Incense Burner
1.5 "
1.8 Hall of Perfect Harmony (Zhonghedian)
I.10 Hall of Preserving Harmony (Baohedian): Han Charioters
I.11 "
1.15 "
1.12 Palace of Heavenly Purity (Tianquinggong)
1.13 " : Golden Lion in Foreground
1.14 " : Dragon Screen
1.16 Imperial Gardens: Elephant

BAMBOO GARDENS HOTEL (former villa of one of the Gang of Four)

1.18 Entrance
1.19 Courtyard
1.24 Dining Room

SUMMER PALANCE (Yiheyuan)

1.19 Bronze Lion
1.20 Buildings
1.21 View from Above
1.22 Pond
1.23 Artificial Lake

TEMPLE OF HEAVEN (TIANTAN)

II.1 Hall of Prayer for Good Harvests (Qiniandian):
11.2
11.4 Imperial Vault of Heaven
11.4
11.6 Entrance, with Hall of Prayer in Background

GREAT WALL

11.7 Fortification
11.8 The Way Up
11.9 People Walking Up
II.10 A Distant View
II.11 A Dilapidated Part of the Wall
11.12 From Far Away
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MING TOMBS (SHISANLING)

11.14 The Sacred Way: The Great Tortoise
11.24 Avenue of Animals: A Mythical Animal
11.23 : A Civilian Official

Tomb of Chang Ling

11.19 Red Gate
11.20 Gate of Eminent Favors (Lingenmen)
11.21 Hall of Eminent Favors (Lingendian)
11.22 Screen

Tomb of Ding Ling

11.18 Entrance
11.16 Red Gate
11.15 Descending to the Tomb
11.17 Dragon

CHENGDU

DU FU COTTAGE

111.3 Entrance
111.4 Pathway
111.5 Statue of Du Fu (712-70): a Poet

ZHU GELIANG SHRINE

111.6 The Shrine
111.7 Zhu Geliang or Wu Hou (181-234): a Military Strategist
111.8 A Small Building
III.11 A General
111.12 A Judge
111.13 Incense Burner, with People
111.9 Incense Burners, with Snakes

CITY SCAPE

111.15 An Old House
111.17 Bookstore
111.16 Pharmacy
111.14 A Corner House

BACK HOME

111.18 Mara in Chinese Pajamas



DRD 1igh-Levl Staff June 21, 1982

Bela Balssa-

1. BElosed are the new instructions for the World Bank Staff Working Paper
series. While the guidelins have not yet been issued, I aelse myr
recent submssion as an eximple, I further enclse a copy of the sub-
mission form that is presently out of stock.

2. Working Papers should be sent to me for submission in the original, with
one copy. Submissions for theTDRIXDiscussion Paper series, containing
more technical papers, should be done in the same vay, except that we do
not need all the parophenalia that are now necessarmy for the Working
Paper series.

3. Submissions for the Reprint Series should rach as by July 25th. We
need 15 copies of thei paper -that my be submitted to the Series as soon
as it has been accepted for publiation.

Encilosures 3



Mr. Peter Roe, 11ff June 21, 2982

Bela Balassa

Turkey -- eal Effective Exchshge Rate,

Thank you for your nme of May 14th that reaced me on my
return toof Chna I am glad that the snstndstanding about the
formula used by Michel Nel has been cleared up; Leif Hansen should
have checked with us beforehand. However, I acept the need for
modifying the exchange rate used for 1079. In this conection, I
would appreciate your sending me the up& M alculation of
real effective exchage rates.

4e: Mr. Hansen,(IHF
Mr. el Serafy
Mr. Nool



2. Is the paper's title appropria,.? Yesl>;; No 0
If not, please suggest a revision below.

Revised title:

3. Recommendation:

O Accept for publication in present form.
Accept after author(s) have considered and incorporated suggestions.
Encourage a revision but with reappraisal by reviewer.

o Reject.

Please amplify your views below.

4. Remarks to the editor (use additional pages if needed).

This is an interesting paper but it would require certain revisions
before publication. For one thing, one should eliminate material that is
rather obvious or adds little to the discussion. On the other hand, it would
be desirable to review the results pertaining to prices and to present
estimates of welfare gains and losses.

Omit Figures 1 and 2; the former can be found in any number of text books
while the latter is not necessary for the main argument. Also, shorten the
section, Economic Welfare Functions in the Context of EEC Agricultural Markets
(pp. 4-9).

The section, Optimal Agricultural Price Policy within the EEC, is fine.
However, the results presented in Table 1 need explanation. For one thing,
the relationship between optimal prices for individual member countries and
for the EEC as a whole should be noted. For another thing, the extreme values
taken by some of the national optimal prices should be explained.

Estimates should also be presented on the welfare effects of alternative
schemes, examining differences under national and EEC optimal prices as well
as the effects of the CAP. In turn, one may omit the Extensions that add
little to the substance of the paper. At any rate, the usefulness of income
distributional weights may be queried. Also, the rather complicated formula
on a generalized EEC economic welfare function has not been used to derive
empirical estimates in the paper.

Date: Signed:



Mr. Caio Koch-WeserJue2,18

Bala Balassa

2hina Pa]2er

I have been informed by the editor of the Bana Nazionale del
Lavoro Quarterly Review that he would publish my "Economic Reform in
China',in September if it was received by July 6. 1 understand from
our discussions on June 9 that you have no objection to pubication.
At the same time, I would appreciate having your and Ed ima's comments
and suggestions for the revision of the paper. I havo- so far received
comments from Adrian Wood, and William Byrd promised to give me his
comments before the end of this month.

cd: Mr. Edwin Lim



DRD-and CPD Senior Staff June 21, 1982

Bela Balassa

Tamal Datta Chaudburi,

I enclose the personal history form of Tamal Datta Chaudhuri;
who seeks employment in the Bank as a research assistant for a period
of one year starting in September 1982. Datta Chaudhuri to the best
student I have had at Hopkins In several years who h|as completed his
dissertation in a little over a year. I should add, however, that
Datta Chaudhuri is a theorist vho doow not have programming skills,
although he has a good grounding in eonometrics.

-41



Mr. Peter Hole, IMF June 21, 2982

Bela Balassa

Turke - Real Effective EEh nge Rate

Thank you for your memo of May 14th that reached me on my
return teoi China. I am glad that the misunderstanding about the
formula used by Michel Noel has been cleared up; Leif Hansen should
have fchecked with us beforehand. However, I accept the need for
modifying the exchange rate used for 1979. In this connection, I
would appreciate your sending as the updated IMF calculations of
real effective exchange rates.

9c: Mr. Hansen,(IMF
Mr. el Serafy
Mr. Noel



Office Miemorandumn

TO: Mr. Hole May 13, 1982

FROM: Leif Hansen .Xb p

SUBJECT: Turkey - Differences Between the Fund's and the World Bank's
Computation of the Real Effective Exchange Rate

In my memo to you of April 20, 1982 on the above subject, I had
pointed out a possible'cause of the difference between'the Fund's and the
World Bank's computation of the effective exchange rate for Turkey--that
the concept used by the World Bank did not measure the impact on the
Turkish lira of movements in the exchange rate for the U.S. dollar against
the currencies of Turkey's other competitors. This interpretation of the
World Bank method was based on the footnote to Table 1.4, p. 8, in the
report "Turkey, Industrialization and Trade Strategy, Volume II." This
footnote states that "the index of the real exchange rate has been calcu-
lated by adjusting anindex of the nominal exchange rate /for the Turkish
lira/U.S. dollar rate/ for changes in wholesale prices at home and abroad."
In a memorandum from Mr. Michel Noel to Mr. Bela Balassa dated May 10, 1982,
which was copied to you, it has been clarified that the measure of relative
wholesale prices between Turkey and its competitors has been adjusted for
exchange rate changes between the dollar and the currencies of the compe-
titors. The point made in my previous memo is therefore not valid.

In principle, the World Bank method for calculating the effective
exchange rate for Turkey is similar to the one used by the Fund. There
are some minor technical differences such as different base years (1973
for the World Bank and 1975 for the Fund), the number of competitors included
in the basket (8 for the World Bank and 27 for the Fund), the way the
exchange rates are expressed (in local currency per U.S. dollar in the
World Bank and U.S. dollars per local currency in the Fund), and the price
indices used (wholesale prices in the World Bank and consumer prices in the
Fund). In addition, the index used by the Fund has been based .on export
weights, while the World Bank index has been based on total trade weights.
All these technical differences, however, have very little quantitative
impact, and the main reason for the different interpretation between the
World Bank and the Fund as to what happened to the real effective exchange
rate in Turkey during 1979 is the different Turkish lira/U.S. dollar rate
used in the computations for the second half of 1979.

Effective June 12, 1979, the official rate for the U.S. dollar
was changed to LT 35.35. This rate applied, however, only to purchases
of foreign exchange resulting from exports of certain agricultural products
and to purchases or sales of foreign exchange in respect of exports,
re-exports, and imports of crude petroleum, petroleum products, and chemi-
cal inputs for the production of fertilizer. All other purchases and
sales of foreign exchange became subject to a premium or a levy of LT 12.10
per US$1, which resulted in an effective rate of LT 47.45 per US$1.



In the World Bank computations, the official rate of LT 35.35
per US$1 has been applied for the second half of 1979 in the computation
of the effective exchange rate for Turkey. This gives the result that the
real effective rate for the Turkish lira appreciated by 8 1/2 per cent
between the fourth quarter of 1978 and the fourth quarter of 1979 in
Alternative A and 10 1/2 per cent in Alternative B (see Table 1.4 in the
mentioned report). If the rate of LT 47.45 per US$1 had been applied, the
results would have been a real effective depreciation in that period of -
22 1/2 per cent in Alternative A and 20 per cent in Alternative B. It is
not possible to quantify the parts of imports and exports that were effected
at the two different exchange rates, but it is clear that an appropriate
rate to use in the calculations would be some average of the two rates.
To use the official rate, as is done in the World Bank computations, will
underestimate the depreciation of the Turkish lira during 1979, and to use
the depreciated rate of LT 47.45 per US$1, as has been done in some earlier
Fund papers, will overestimate the depreciation of the Turkish lira. In the
absence of a "correct" exchange rate for the Turkish lira against the U.S.
dollar for the period June 12, 1979 to January 25, 1980, the Fund has in
recent calculations of the effective exchange rate used a simple average of
the two rates, which, in particular when an export-weighted index is used,
still probably represents an underestimation of the depreciation of the
lira during 1979. However, using a rate of LT 41.40 per US$1, the Fund
computations show a real effective depreciation of the Turkish lira of
about 4 per cent from the fourth quarter of 1978 to the fourth quarter of
1979. Applying the same rate in the World Bank model would show a real
effective depreciation during this period of 7 per cent in Alternative A
and 4 1/2 per cent in Alternative B.



~ Office Mcinorand i,?/ri

TO Mr AiE aril "1, 19S2

FROM Peter Hole

SUBJECT: Turkey

Differing views have emerged on what happened to the real 2
effective exchange rate of the lira during 1979. We have always

held--and still hold--that it depreciated; the Bank's Industrialization

and Trade Strategy report maintains that it appreciated. Our dialogue

to date has produced a number of reasons for the conflicting assessment,

including:

- The use of different rates for the U.S. dollar in

the two sets of calculations. We have taken a weighted

average of the multiple rates in force after the changes

made in June 1979 (about LT41 = US$1); the ITS report

uses a relatively appreciated rate (LT35 = US$1).

- The use of different partner country baskets and

price indices.

You may be interested in the attached note in which a third

factor--and in my view an important one--has been identified.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Hansen



~~Ku icno ra ndn

TO Mr. Hole DATE: April 20, 1982

FROM Leif Hansen

SUBJECT: Turkey - Differences between the Fund's and the World Bank's

Computation of the Real Effective Exchange 
Rate

Since the publication of the World Bank Report: "Turkey - Industri-

alization and Trade Strategy" which contained computations on the 
real effective

exchange rate for Turkey (see for example, Volume II: Main Report, table 1.4,

p.8) there has been some confusion regarding the development 
of the real

effective exchange rate for Turkey, as these figures differed substantially

from the Fund's computation. This was most clearly illustrated in the Auditing

Report of the first SAL-loan to Turkey where it was stated (using the World

Bank figures) that there had been a real effective appreciation of the Turkish

lira in 1979. Fund computations showed that there had been a depreciation of

the Turkish lira during 1979. - 0-- V-%'4

A closer look at the World Bank's computations shows, however, that

what is called the real effective exchange rate for the Turkish lira 
is not

a proper concept but merely the nominal rate for the Turkish lira 
deflated by

an index of Turkish wholesale prices relative to an index for wholesale 
prices

for Turkish competitors (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 
Switzer-

land, the United States and the United Kingdom) weighted together 
with the sum

of Turkish imports and exports to these countries in 1973. A nominal effective

exchange rate, constructed by weighting together the currencies of the eight

countries mentioned above, and with the same weights as used in constructing

the competitor index for wholesale prices, ought to be used to make a proper

real effective exchange rate concept. The concept used by the World Bank has

the flaw that it does not measure the impact on the Turkish lira of movements

in the exchange rate for the U.S. dollar against the currencies of Turkey's

other competitors. The World Bank concept will underestimate the real effective

depreciation of the Turkish lira when the U.S. dollar depreciates against other

currencies and overestimate the real effective depreciation when the 
U.S. dollar

appreciates against other currencies.

This explains1the difference in assessment between the World 
Bank

and the Fund as to what happened to the real rate for the Turkish lira during

1979. During 1979 the U.S. dollar depreciated by 2.8 per cent against the

French franc, 5.3 per cent against the deutsche mark, 3.1 per cent against the

Italian lira, 3.2 per cent against the Dutch guilder, 2.5 per cent against the

Swiss franc, and 8.5 per cent against pound sterling. The effect of this general

depreciation of the U.S. dollar is taken into account in the Fund concept of

the real effective exchange rate for Turkey, but not in the World Bank concept.



lIr. Sai1,h el S;eray CTI .ay 16 I;2.

rwy - ci fvricc- L:txcen tlh lune.'s fnd tIC X!orl, ;1ak's CotrpUUtiCI; of

t I a L 1 I .t i :.xcl I A s f LC

1. ith Pr. .ocl's rcturni, I Can ne w C cOr.ent on tli rC.LOrmlanJI frokn 'r.

Fansen to 1r. Pole on the above subJect, which you were kind enu to scnd

tre. 1 encloset Vr. Vocl'u r4eroranru, .. ich sthout, that the Lanp estarates

pertain to the real rather thcn to the nLot;nal offective excLanje rate as the

calculations were adjusted for changes in the -cjllar exch&ngc rate of 'urkcy'

coi-petitors.

2. I must confecs vy surpriec at thL allCez'tiorn that the Bank vstivates

had been incorrectly eone. It would have been a rather sivple ratter to check

Vith 7r. [oel es to the fon.-ula utilized. At the sar.e tiMe, despite re Peatec

requests we still do not have information on tne Fund estitates or on tha

mcthoids used in derivinE thn.

cc: 1:r. [cel
Vcssrs. Pole and ianfsen (I1:)

(uith enclosure)

Enclosure
pEalassa:nc
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WORLD BAt. / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANUUM
TO: Mr. Balassa, DRD DATE: May 10, 1982

FROM: Michel Noeil, WA2DA

SUBJECT: Differences between the Fund's and the World Bank's
Computation of the Real Effective Exchange Rate

1. In a memorandum dated April 20, 1982, Mr. Leif Hansen, commentingon the differences between the Fund's and the Bank's computation of thereal effective exchange rate, states:

"The concept used by the World Bank has the flaw that it doesnot measure the impact on the Turkish Lira of movements in the
exchange rate for the US dollar against the currencies of Turkey'sother competitors."

2. The formula used by the Bank in the case of Turkey as well as inother country studies is the following:

=E = i n RJLLPE = PR ;E $ t
t t j=j j ~g- ---

o t

where

PPPER = trade weighted purchasing power parity exchanget rate index for country i at time t;

Pi = wholesale price index for country i at time t;t

j = weighted average share of partner country j in
country i's exports and imports;

Rt = nominal exchange rate of partner country jt at time t (in currency/dollar);

R = nominal exchange rate of partner country j in the0 base year o (in currency/dollar);

P1 = wholesale price index for partner country j at time t.t

3, The index of the real exchange rate is then derived as follows:

RERi = R1 1
t t iPPPERt



-2-

where

RER = index of the real exchange rate of country i
at time t;

R= index of the nominal exchange rate of
country i at time t;

PPPER = trade weighted purchasing power parity exchange rateindex for country i at time t.

4. As can be seen from the above formula, the concept used by the Bank
does measure the impact on the Turkish Lira of movements in the exchange rate
for the US dollar against the currencies of Turkey's partner countries.

HNoel/qb



Juin* 21, 1982

Professor S. R, Son
International Food Policy
Research Institute
41 Poorvi Mar&
Vasant Vibar
New Delhi, India 110057

Dear Professor Son:

I an sorry to have missed you on you'r trip to Washington and
hope that you can jotqt me for lunch on your next visit here. I
wanted to tell you that Pheanab bas performed exrtremely wall and that
his dissertation should serve as a basis for publications in profes-
sional journals.

Beat regards to you and your entire family.

Sinerely,

Bela Balassa

BB/af



Mr. Robert Skillins, Division Chief, WA2DA June 21, 1982

Bela Balasa, DRD

,,ytmof Indsstrial Incentives

I enclose myr comns on the study on "Te Evolution of
the System of Industrial Incentives in the Ivory Coast fromt 1970
to the Present."

REalosre

cc- M essrs. de Azearate, WANVP
Pouliquen, WAP
Westebbs, WA2DR
Heabtzl, WA2DR
Brown, WAP
Beguery, WAP
Ballard, WAP
L.edoux, WA2DA
Singh, WA2DA

BBtaf 4



JasChfe June 21. 1982

Bela altassa

Richard Gregory just sent as the enclosed. I had Hanson's
April 20th nmm earlier from el. Serafy. FollUmdg myr reply, Peter
Rol* admitted that the allegation cen#4t the us* of am inorrect
formula was without foundation. The reaveant correspondence is
enclosed.

cc: Mr. Gregory
Enclosure

-*

*1
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June 18, 1982

Professor Guy Terny
Centre D-Etudes Suporieues
Du Management Public
Centre de Recherchts at D'Xtudes Doctorales
67, avenue Lenine
94112 Arcuall Cedex France

Dear Professor Terny:

Thank you for your letter of May 28 which raed me on my
return from a trip to China. I am happy to acept your invitation
to present a paper at the Budapest Conferene of the IIFP on the sub-
ject:

"Public Finance and Social yolley - Explanations of
their trends and dovelopmente the case of loss-developed

countries."

With beat regards,

Sinerely yours,

Bela Balassa

BB/af



The WAorld Baink Ili18 11 Sir, N.W, Wa.Imitj' I)C2I 1U,, iTchn : (202) 477-1234 C abk's: IN I HI,\i

Le 18 juin 1982

Monsieur le Directeur,

Je vous remercie de votre lettre du 3 mai, que j'ai regueA mon retour d'un voyage en Chine. La date du 6 dacembre me conviendraitmepremire vue et je vous enverrai confirmation des que j'aurai arrat6mes plans.

Je vous prie d'agrger, Monsieur le Directeur, l'expression de maconsideration distingu6e.

B Bal a

Monsieur Fouch6
Contraleur g6ndral des Arm6es
Directeur adjoint du C.H.E. Ar.
Ministere de la d6fense
D6l6gation g6n6rale pour l'armement
Centre des hautes 6tudes de l'armement
Ecole militaire
21, place Joffre
75700 Paris (France)



Jun* 18, 1982

Mr. Mahmet Gun Calika
Meban Securities Brokerage
and Finance Corporation
rlakul~e Is Markazi Istiklal Caddesi
286 Beyoglu
Istanbul, Turkey

Dear Mr. Calika:

Thank you for your telegram of June 8 and for the reservations
you have ade for me. In the following, I provide some additional
information on my plans.

1. Since the Conference is scheduled for August 6 and 7, 1
plan to come to Istanbul from Antalya on the early morning flight on
August 6. My family vould follow me a day later. Correspondingly, I
would like to ask you to extend our hotel reservations in Antalya until
August 8. Also, pleasollet as know vhere the Conference will be hold in
Istanbul.

2. The changes in our plane reservations are being handled in
Washington. However, I would like to ask you to make "back-up" reserva-
tions for us on the early morning flight from Istanbul to Antalya for
August &, Sunday. I am asking this since we have only 55 minutes connect-
Ing time In Istanbul on Saturday evening and I am afraid that we might

T miss the flight to Antalya. I algo wonder if you might be able to send
somoono to the airport to help usf move from the international, to the
domestic terminal on Saturday evening. I would fully understand, however,
if thiw, was not possible beausme of the weekend. We are arriving in
Istanbuli on SR 322 at 7:45 p.m. and are soheduled to leavo for Antalya
on TK 448 at 8:40 p.m.

3. Please send me any recent material that way be available
in English on the Turkish economy, including reports by TUSIAD (I have
the report they prepared last year). I would also like to have a eopy
of '"The Role of Exchange Rate Policy in Achieving the Outward Orientation
of the Economy - II," which contained the papers for last year's Conference.
Do you plan to print these papers and, If so, when?

Thanking you In adveI remian

Sincerely

Bela Balassa

BB/af



June 18, 1982

Dr. Kikerrem Ric
Professor of Economics
Istanbul University
Faculty of Economics
Institute of Economic Deveoment
Istanbul, TURKEY

Door Professor Hic :

Thank you for your report dated May 15, 1982 snd for your letter
of June 9. 1 was happy to hne of the progress made with the inter-
views and the price comparisons.

I plan to be in Istanbul on August 6-7 at the Maban Conference
and would like to meet you in the late afternoon of August 6 if convenient.

Looking forward to eeing you, I remain

Sinerely yours,

Bela Balassa

BB/af



Jame. Cbaffey June 18, 1982

Bela Balassa

Visit to Turkey

1. As I indicaed to you on the phbone, I plan to be in Istanbul
on August 6-7, at which time I will meet with Mssars. Hie and Yagei to
review the incentives study. I further plan to g'o to Ankara on August 9,
to have discussion on the subject with Mr. Akturk.

2. My trip is undertaken in conjunction with a mission to Morroco.
The additional travel cost of my going to Iitanbul and Ankara is about one
thousand dollars and subsistance of about two hundred dollars. Please inform
Mr. Bichsel Carter that your Division will pay the additional cost of my
travel to Turkey.

cc: Mr. Carter



.une 17, 1982

Professor Steya Hoffmann
arvard University
Departmet of Eonomics
ambridge, waMassauets

I somlose the grelimiary version of my "Tne annto do l1experien
socialiste on Praen." Any commnts you may have vould be appeciated.

I plan to revise the paper around July let and hmme it translated

by mid July for publiationn C- metalre. It is to. ase the task of the
translator that I had oome of the footnotes in Trench.

Yours sinerely,

zB



Jmne 17. 1982.

Mr. Jayanta Roy
Bauu Ankaa Hotel

Door Jaysnto,

Rucloved Is a cMp of my cosioutas on the COE modisl as well as a
copy of my tolem witah waouams for daa. Wile I presue that ymeo llocte00
all of these for your ules*asU, it way still bs, useful to ave a list.

Rmclosurom Bela Baasm



Jma 17, 1982.

Professor Jazwues Losurn
Seerdtariat d'#stat aim usersati
Oonmervatoire Wamml do& aertsa t mattwre
Caisr* V*geonomio at statitltques Judustrialaaoo
292, ruo Saitamrti
75141 Paris CMM 0 3
Frane

Thank you for your letter of May 25th. I will await a ccumica-
tion from Professor Fujua.

I read with inteest "TA VVMSe an MI. 1981: fore*t at f alblesses,"
of which you are one of tbos mutbors. I onclase the preliiasy version of my

"Onme ane do l'experito, s o..liste an Fas."e Any comm.ate Im ay have
would be approciated.

I plaa to revse the paersi around July lot and have it translated
by aid July for publeation in Cosenaim It is l to ease the task of the
translator that I had soe of st footnotes in rrenth

Yours sincerely,

Enclose Sels Blasse



Mr. William Woater June 17, M28.

Bela n.a.as.

World Requoude Tameda and Northsuth Relationg

1. Oer the past two year*, I havea be" preparing bieanal epors an
trends In the world enoemy, with special atenton Xjvam to Not -ot
relatimts. The reports are based an the last n forain provided by
International oeganisations; their coent- varied with the date pubshed.. at
the tim.

2. The January report, entitled lacent and Prospective ages In Trade,
Aid, and the Curret sAcconal ,a provides inforuation o a nd oservedw
in preteig yarle ande am*ftes, prospects over a two year period. It covers
OECD trade with OPEC end the non-OPM0 dealaoplug countres;n foreign

-ssistance amd the ceu accun b--- alaner of0 , OrBC, ad the non-4p1C
developift contmries. It is based on GmR, ratornatiquat Trade. 08M0,
Remoulte Ouitlo (Deeme) and OM'a Deelopomte qt-opmatu.

3. The August epar, entitled mSbr-atand avgam- sa Cbags 4a the
world ftnowe, proves Inoa.t..on a ammt saans In the world 0well as am prospeatv shore m and long-ters developments. t 1= "

empasis to cMhae In output, tade*, and the batasmm of peamn;Ia" Ioa
long-term isse ay be csred, depeadift an the coenat of the Worl
Develeat f thss e Wo9rld Bank. The report further utltes OMs
1c.-m..ft Outm to* J a sa the DW word Zcoa"C Outlook. It s pou
tbat, In i6 EWtaur, wes shoug lds &]eee w&"o ath m-amm report pep ae by
the Fronch Instituto 'Itesatonala Relations, sibic consideTs abort-tem
and Umag-erecotoi devs apsnt-s In a gepolitical context and will ame be
alslable in English.

4. 1 enoe the copies of thle epots prepared In August 1981 and
January 1962. The fervr eun e -etende soameb by toduclu ameatu

from tau Frenk report. .Nvrs~s It would not takea moran u two days of
my tie;s the wrtig of the Janary eport takes one-ami-&-holf days as a

Eclosures
Salaa: ne



Jmon 17, 19"2.

)ft. Rieamd F. Borstein

Tima Magala
Boij ng lheena
-J MSAMa Rsetl, ROOM 663
Beijing
Poople's ept-uli of Ca

Dwwr Mr. Bornstein:

I hmme bem sowMt 4*IAIed In sending you my c.llnwy guide
but I hoe that it reaches you to tfte. Tt vas a plt-r mewtftg you,
and anats, and I mchk onjoyad the consveretions we had. Plemse lot

me knowr yowt mw ad~rmss *e you =me, so that I can s se yom pspe
on China.

With best rogards,

since1y yawn,

Inclosre IOUlause



Mr. Roland Barker, AMUB Jame 17, 1982.

B*I& galas", DID

Plane Reservaions

PIO&SO ChOSOg th* res8fttam far TAY Wife, C&Val RAlas"a, alld
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Mr. E. Bevan Waide, CPD June 16, 1982

Bela Balassa, DRD

WDR V - Part I

Part I of WDR V is well written but certain modifications in the three
chapters would be advisable. My suggestions are enclosed.

cc: Messrs. Baneth, EPD; Hicks, PPR; Turnham, WDR; Wright VPERS
Chenery (o/r)

Enclosure
BBalassa:nc



Comments on WDR V, Part I

Bela Balassa

Chapter 1. The World Economy in Transition

1.9 "Overall, the slowdown in growth in 1980-81 was less marked than
in 1974-75, suggesting that previous adjustment actions had created more
resilient economic structures." - Overstatement. In the DCs, the recession
is more prolonged and the total loss of output larger than in 1974-75; in the
LDCs, too, the loss of output over three years (1980-82) is greater than in
the earlier period.

1.19 "All told, world trade continues to be an engine of growth for
many countries." -- The previous Para-5 deal with exports to DCs only; yet
LDC (and DC) exports to both oil and non-oil LDCs grew more rapidly, thus
raising the rate of growth of world trade. The discussion should extend to
these exports.

1.20 "For countries dependent on commodity exports, however, the
trade outlook is bleak." - Confuses cyclical and long-term changes. From
the present situation of low prices and export quantities, considerable
improvements can be expected.

1.21 "Earnings from side activities [construction in the Middle East]
are an important source for adjustment, although little further real growth is
expected because absorptive [not absorbtive] capacity in the host countries
appears to be reaching its limits. " - As the example of Turkey indicates,
LDCs can increase their share in Middle East construction.

1.25 "A substantial and growing proportion of commercial bank loans
now consist of export credits tied to specific supplies, and financing tied tospecific projects. The resulting liquidity difficulties are an underlying
reason for the recent upsurge of debt prescheduling. " -- One should rather
blame excessive borrowing and inappropriate policies on the part of certain
developing countries, including Brazil and Mexico.

1.30 "Some countries took firm policy action to control price
increases." -- This is much more true after 1979-80 than after 1973-74, with
the U.S. being particularly successful in the later period.

1.30 "Indeed, the evidence suggests that inflation is more easily
controlled in open economies." - Highly doubtful statement; think of China
and India.

1.30 "The relationship between inflation and development is a complex
one, on which opinions are divided." - Meaningless statement.

1.31 "Given the low absorptive capacity of many of them, the oil-
exporting countries ran large payments surpluses after 1973-74 and again after
1979-80." -- The payment surpluses of these countries have disappeared more
rapidly after 1979-80 than after 1973-74.
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1.33 "The sharp appreciation of the U.S. dollar against other major
currencies in 1981 and 1982 has brought exchange rate management issues to the
fore in many developing countries." -- More important has been the rise in
interest rates. This topic is referred to in the subheading but it is not
discussed in the text.

1.34 "Even if these deteriorating trends [in regard to trade and aid]
halted and reversed, more of a premium is placed on developing countries' own
development efforts and policies." -- Statement not entirely clear; in
relation to the pessimistic view on trade prospects, it could conceivably be
interpreted as a call for inward-orientation.

Chapter 2. Long-Term Development Trends

2.19 "By contrast, most primary commodity exporters, including most
of the low-income and many primary-producing middle income countries, did not
have the production structure to allow them to participate in manufactured
goods trade." -- Taiwan and Korea did not have such a structure in the early
sixties either. Their production structure developed as a result of
appropriate economic policies.

2.20 "Some primary producers, such as Colombia, Ivory Coast, Malawi
and Malaysia were able to move into processing or expanding output relatively
well." -- Processing of what? None of these countries have much increased
the degree of processing of their primary exports.

2.20 "About a third of the exports from the newly industrializing
countries next to other developing countries." - Indicate relative
importance of oil and non-oil LDCs as markets, noting further relative rates
of growth.

2.22 "Although domestic savings are almost always the principal
source of financing, foreign capital significantly augments countries'
capacities to import machinery, materials and techniques needed for investment
and production. Furthermore, foreign capital inflows typically play an
important role in countries characterized by rising investment and
accelerating growth, and also help to cushion balance-of-payments shocks." --
Foreign funds have also been used for increasing consumption in some countries
and have been associated with reductions in domestic savings ratios (e.g.
Tanzania).

2.24 "While there have been misjudgments by borrowers and lenders
alike ... on the whole flows from private lenders have gone to those countries
best able to use these additions to domestic savings." -- Overstatement. The
two largest borrowers, Brazil and Mexico, went too far in relying on foreign
funds, necessitating severe adjustment.

2.29 "By 1960, at very different levels of development, China,
Romania, Yugoslavia, the other non-market economies of Eastern Europe, and the
USSR had savings and investment rates much higher than those of most other
countries at similar income levels." -- Note, however, the lower and
declining efficiency of investment in these countries, leading to lower
economic growth rates (on China, see my "Policy Reform in China"). More
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generally, the efficiency of investment should be discussed, alongside with
investment shares.

Chapter 3. Prospects for the 1980s

3.1 "It may be more difficult to repeat past achievements in export
growth and in penetrating markets in industrial countries, especially if
protection increases in these countries." -- This statement can only cause
mischief, in particular the reference to increases in protection. I would not
like to have it read back to me when advising LDCs to follow outward-oriented
policies.

3.2 "The Polish debt difficulties have had a chilling effect on theworld environment for capital flows, beginning to be felt by several countries
including Romania." -- Hungary would be a better example as Romania brought
on its own difficulties, when excessive borrowing and the misuse of borrowed
funds was helped by the Bank's uncritical stand towards Romania.

Para. 3.9 "Even if industrial country growth rates improve later in the
decade, protectionist measures, once introduced, would take some time to
remove. - Again, this is a potentially misleading statement. Apart from
the MFA, which could be modified at the time of its next renewal, it isremarkable that the deep recession in the industrial countries has not led toprotectionist measures against the LDCs.

Para. 3.9 "However, the relationship between import demand and income
growth in the industrial countries seems to be changing, suggesting that thegrowth of developing country exports may be less stimulated by improvements inthe economic performance in the industrial countries than in the 1960s and
1970s." - I see no evidence that this would be the case.

Para. 3.11 "Overall, a real increase in the price of oil of some 2 percentannually from 1982 to 1985 seems most likely." --I consider this very
unlikely to happen.

Para. 3.18 But small low-income countries, with few human resources, havelimited policy options, and global economic conditions are of utmostimportance to them. The development of the poorest, most slowly growing
countries in sub-Saharan Africa is very dependent on world trends." --
Incorrect statement. As noted in the Bank's Africa report, domestic policiesare the principal determinants of the economic performance of these countries.

3.19 "The major exporters of manufactures will continue to growrapidly, because they have acquired an ability to respond to the changing
structure of world markets. The growth of other middle-income countries, whichstill depends highly on the exports of non-fuel products, would be markedlyslower." -- Again, the expansion of manufactured exports is the result ofpolicy actions, and countries such as Morocco, Peru, and Thailand coulddevelop appropriate production structures if they follow the right policies.

3.20 "China's growth record has been exceptional for a low incomecountry ... -- Here, and elsewhere, China's economic performance is put intoan overly favorable light.
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3.20 "But the average per capita income of most other low-income
countries, however, would probably show negligible growth ... " -- Emphasis
should rather be given to the need for policy improvements that could lead toan acceleration of growth.

3.22 "For the developing countries, particularly the poorest of them,the implications extend beyond slow growth to a dramatic increase in poverty,unemployment and human misery." --This is an overly negative statement to endthe chapter.

Box 3.1 "The unfavorable set of assumptions embodied in the low casewould result in a very different world in 1990." - It makes little sense toassume that lower economic growth rates in DCs (2.8 vs. 3.6 percent) would beaccompanied by more rapid increases in oil pri'es (3.0 vs. 1.0 percent),unless the latter is considered the causal variable for slow growth. Judgingfrom earlier statements, this is not the case. Lower growth in the DCs, then,should lead to slower increases in oil prices by limiting the growth of demandfor oil.

Box 3.2 "A less sanguine view is that there has been no systematicanalysis of world trade changes since the mid-1970s from which to concludethat protection has not increased significantly. Further, exports may wellhave been discouraged by threats of restrictions." - This does not appear tohave been the case as far as LDC exports are concerned and protectionist
measures, and the threat thereof, have been principally directed agains otherDCs.

"Though inward-oriented policies are not warranted, since they would sacrificethe immense potential gains from trade, nevertheless there are valid reasonsfor fearing increased protection." -- This statement, and the followingquotation, again relates more to imports from other DCs than from LDCs.
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June 16, 1982.

Professor Michael Harrison
School for Advanced International Studies
1740 Massachusetts Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

I enclose the preltimary version of my "Une ane do 1'experience
socialiste an Frane." Any comments you ay have vould be appreciated.
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translator that X had ame of the footnotes in French.

I hsa been trying to telephoe you but without sucss..Could you
please gie e a call to discuss my presenting this paper at a SAIS sminar

Yours sincorely,

Encosure Bola Balassa

P.S. I unclose my msinary Xuide t promiseda you an the occasion of mwt
lost amting.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR * TION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Messrs. Sherman Robinson, DRD and Jayanta Roy, EM2 June 16, 1982

Bela Balassa, DReQ

Turkey: Recent Economic Performance and Medium Term Prospects, 1978-1990

1. The *five scenarios obtained in the framework of the CCE model
usefully indicate the implications for the Turkish economy of alternative
assumptions about the growth of exports and/or total factor productivity. In
the following, comments will be made on the analysis of Turkish economic
performance in the 1973-77 period; the validation of the model for 1978-81;
and the alternative scenarios referred to above.

Turkish Economic Performance, 1973-77

2. The paper presents the experience of the 1973-77 period in an overly
favorable *.-ht. Economic growth during this period was the result of
Keynesian ':ansionary policies, with production responding to the rise in
aggregate .emand. The expansion was unsustainable as it required massive
inflows of foreign capital (There is an internal contradiction in the paper as
regards other sources of'external financing as on p. 8 reference is made to "a
dramatic surge in workers' remittances" while on p. 9 it is noted that "the
current account balance also deteriorated because of reduced workers'
remittances;" it is the latter statement that is correct).

3. One should further note the overestimation of the rate of growth of
GNP, associated with e overvaluation of output in the rapidly growing
manufacturing sector as well as the deterioration in the quality of
economic growth after 1973. To begin with, incremental capital-output ratios
rose from 2.6 in 1968-72 ta 3.8 in 1973-77, reflecting a decline in the
efficiency of investment. -/ Also, there was a considerable accumulation of
inventories, with a rate of increase of 37.7 percent a year, in large part
representing unsaleable commodities. Finally, rather than "sluggish export
growth" (p. 8) exports declined by 3.7 percent a year (Table 3-1).

4. One further needs to modify the statement that "naturally, the
balance of trade situation worsened because of sluggish export demand abroad,
the increased cost of imports due to higher oil prices, and higher import
demand arising from sustained economic expansion" (p. 9). Thus, losses in
export market shares and negative import substitution contributed to the

1/ It has been shown that, between 1967 and 1977, estimation made in world
market instead of domestic prices would reduce the estimated growth rate of
GNP by 0.5 percentage points (Bela Balassa, "Growth Policies and the Exchange
Rate in Turkey" in The Role of Exchange Rate Policy in Achieving the Outward
Orientation of the Turkey Economy, Istanbul, Meban Securities, 1981, Appendix
World Bank Reprint Series: November 1981).

2/ Ibid. p. 21.
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deterioration of Turkey's trade balance during the 1973-77 period. 1/ This is
also borne out by the Dervis-Robinson results cited subsequently irn~the
paper: "The analysis appears to refute the notion that the foreign exchange
crisis was simply the result of unfavorable external shocks." (p. 11). It

should be added that an important factor contributing to losses in export
market shares and negative import substitution was the appreciation of the

real exchange rate during this period..-....... -

5. Comparisons with other middle income countries are also marred by
excessive reliance on the measured GNP growth rate as an indicator of economic
performance. It should further be noted that, between 1973 and 1977, the
share of the manufacturing sector in the gross domestic product increased less
in Turkey (from 15.9 to 17.5 percent) than in the entire group of middle-
income countries (from 22.8 to 26.1 percent) (Table 3-2). This result is

presumably explained by the rapid growth of public administration in Turkey.

The Validation of the Model for 1978-81

6. One may welcome the validation of the model that is all too often
neglected by model builders. At the same time, it should be emphasized that
the assumed exogeneity of crucial variables, such as inflation rates, exchange
rates, exports, import rationing rates, capital inflow, and total factor
productivity growth rates, limit the validity of the exercise. Thus,
statements such as "the model performs very well in tracking historical growth
of nominal GDP" (p. 24) and "the conclusions that may be drawn from the
current results are quite robust" (p. 26) are open to question.

7. Questions arise also concerning the assumptions made about the
"quantity rationing of imports [that] was introduced into the model because
the Turkish government used quotas extensively to allocate foreign exchange
for imports during the period of foreign exchange shortage" (p. 27). The
extent of import rationing is taken to be nearly 70 percent in 1978 and 1979
and it is assumed to have disappeared afterwards (Table 3.12). Yet,
quantitative import restrictions continued to be used after 1979. In turn,
the import premium rate could not have been maintained at 34 percent following
the large devaluation of January 1980. Also, a zero import premium rate for
1978 conflicts with the overvaluation of the Turkish lira in that year. 2/

8. As far as the actual data are concerned, the implications of changes
in relative prices should be noted. While value added in manufacturing
declined between 1978 and 1981 as against a rise in GDP (Table 3-3), the share
of the manufacturing sector in nominal GDP increased from 19.5 to 22.9 percent
(Table 3-4). In turn, the statement that "the contribution from export demand
expansion and import substitution increased substantially" (p. 31) should be
modified, indicating the existence of considerable negative import
substitution that represents an offsetting factor to the expansionary effects

I1 Turkey: Industrialization and Trade Stategy, Volume II: The Main Report,
Washington, D.C.; World Bank, 1982, Table 1.1.

2/ Cf. Turkey: Industrialization and Trade Strategy, Washington, D.C., World
Bank, 1981, Table 1.4.
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of export expansion. Finally, the claim that "the external debt situation
remained bleak" (p. 17) is not warranted. In fact, the debt situation
improved to a considerable extent in 1981, with further improvements in 1982.

Alternative Scenarios for 1981-90

9. It is correctly noted in the paper that "in projecting the
consequences of alternative development strategies it is important-to remember
that all moddl results are conditioned on the specific policy packages and
projection of exogenous variables that are being used" (p. 34). In
particular, as it is apparent from the results reported in Table 4-3, the
results depend to a considerable extent on the assumptions made in regard to
the growth of exports and of total factor productivity.

10. Apart from its realism, linking total factor productivity growth to
the growth of exports increases the extent of endogeneity of the model
results. It would further be desirable to relate exports to the growth of
world demand and to changes in Turkey's market share.

11. . At the same time, as long as export growth is taken to be exogenous,
one should introduce an alternative higher than the 10 percent export growth
rate assumed in the basic run. In this connection, note that export growth
rates of 18 and 21 percent were assumed for th 1981-85 period in the
Industrialization and Trade Strategy report. 1

12. It would further be desirable to replace the assumed import rationing
scheme- under the low export growth alternative by the flexibility of the
exchange rate in real terms. Since the January 1980 reform, the exchange rate
has been used as a flexible instrument, involving a devaluation in real terms
over time. It appears inconceivable that the policy makers would again return
to strict import rationing, foregoing the use of the (real) exchange rate
instrument.

13. Finally, doubts arise about the agricultural scenario. In the face
of projected rapid increases in the domestic consumption of agricultural
products, the 8.2 percent growth rate of agricultural exports and the 3.4
percent growth rate of agricultural production are clearly inconsistent,
leading to a 37 percent rate of growth of agricultural imports and to a shift
f om a large surplus to a deficit in Turkey's balance of trade in agriculture.
-- This unrealistic scenario should be replaced by the projections derived by
Scandizzo in the framework of his agricultural model; 3/ the corresponding
estimates in the macroeconomic projections are 3.3-3.7 percent for

1/ Annex 1 in the Green Cover version)Table A1.3.

2/ While the export/outeput ratio would rise from 4.5 to 6.7 percent, the
import-domestic ratio would increase from 0.6 to 7.3 percent for agriculture
in the Base Run (Tables 4-9 and 4-10).

3/ Turkey: Industrialization and Trade Strategy, Volume I, Chapter 7 and
Volume III, Annex 1.
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agricultural output, 14.4-15.8 percent for agricultural ex orts and 0.6
percent for agricultural imports for the 1981-85 period. -

cc: Messrs. Dubey, Asfour, Chaffey, Lewis, Urata, Hong; Mrs. Walker

BBalassa:nc

1/Op. cit Tables A1.2, A1.3, and A1.5.
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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPOR' 'ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Mr. Michel Noel, YP June 16, 1982

Bela Balassa, DRD

Comments on your "The Evolution of the System of Industrial Incentives in the
Ivory Coast from 1970 to the Present"

1. The study is well-organized and the outline of your story on changes
in incentives in the Ivory Coast is clear. At the same time, you could cut
down the numbers cited and expand the analysis.

2. Chapter I, The Exchange Rate Regime, is fine. It is not clear,
however, why the 1960-74 average is taken as a basis for comparison. At any
rate, this average is not shown in Table 1.

3. Chapter II.1, Import Protection Measures, Tariff and Tariff-type
Measures, provides a good description of the development of the system of
import protection in the Ivory Coast. But, there was tariff escalation
already before 1973. Nor does the comparison of the 1971 and 1978 rates in
Table 3 and in Para. 15-16 show much of a change in the structure of tariffs.

4. Much more important than changes in nonpreferential tariffs was the
elimination of preferential tariffs on imports from the EEC that are not shown
in Table 3. At the least, averages of these tariffs should be provided.
Finally, do not use the expression "old EEC."

5. Chapter 11.2, Quantitative Import Restrictions, is fine. However,
averages of NTPs and NPCs (not INP) and their distribution should be compared,
and changes over time indicated. At the same time, the meaning of the
protection of instant coffee is not clear since this product is exported.

6. There is no need to show the total value of the subsidy element of
temporary admissions in Table 9. Also, the relationship between these figures
and those in Table 10 is not clear. In turn, the subsidy element implicit in
preferential esports to the EEC and the CEAO should be indicated.

7. Chapter IV, The Investment Code, is rather unclear on the reasons for
granting priority status. The differences between Priority Agreements and
Establishment Coventions as to the extent of fiscal benefits would also need
to be clarified. Finally, note the share in industrial value added of firms
benefitting from Priority Agreements and the Establishment Conventions in
1978.

8. As regards the revision of the Investment Code, the reference to the
reduction in duration from 25 to 10 years conflicts with the earlier
statement, according to which Priority Agreements provide benefits for 10
years. Note also whether the tax credit for employment creation would be
provided for more than one year.

9. Chapter V, Other Fiscal Measures, should not be maintained in its
present form. Section 1. Export Taxes should be consolidated with export
subsidies and taken into account in calculating the effective protection of
processing. Section 2, Tax Incentives, belongs to Chapter IV.
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10. In Chapter VI.2, The Combined System of Industrial Incentives, Sample
Firms Characteristics, should be put in an Appendix, and only a few paragraphs
retained in the text. There are also too many figures in the discussion on
changes in nominal and effective protection. You should rather emphasize
changes in the sectoral averages and the relationship between NPCs and EPCs.
Nor do ESCs require detailed discussion; note simply differences from EPCs.
Finally, the meaning of effective protection coefficients does not need to be

explained.

11. In presenting the DRCs, note how shadow prices have been estimated.
Also, indicate the relationship between EPCs and DRCs. In turn, the bias
against exports should be analyzed in effective rather than in nominal
protection terms and be integrated with the discussion of effective
protection.

12. Finally, there are too many tables. Tables 1 and 2 should be
combined; report variant A or B only. Table 3 should go into the Appendix.
Tables 4 and 5 should be consolidated. Table 6 should go into the Appendix

and figures in this table, as well as in Table 7, should be reported in
millions of CFA decimals. Combine Tables 9, 10, and 11. Table 12 should go
into the Appendix, eliminating "production exported." In Table 14 eliminate
all absolute figures and report export shares; combine with Table 16. All
incentive rates and DRCs should be shown with two decimals in the tables.

cc: Mr. Pursell, IDF

BBalassa:nc



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIOM

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Mr. Michel Noel, YP June 16, 1982

Bela Balassa, DRD

Comments on your "The Evolution of the System of Industrial Incentives in the
Ivory Coast from 1970 to the Present"

1. The study is well-organized and the outline of your story on changes
in incentives in the Ivory Coast is clear. At the same time, you could cut
down the numbers cited and expand the analysis.

2. Chapter I, The Exchange Rate Regime, is fine. It is not clear,
however, why the 1960-74 average is taken as a basis for comparison. At any
rate, this average is not shown in Table k.

3. Chapter II.1, Import Protection Measures, Tariff and Tariff-type
Measures, provides a good description of the development of the system of
import protection in the Ivory Coast. But, there was tariff escalation
already before 1973. Nor does the comparison of the 1971 and 1978 rates in
Table 3 and in Para. 15-16 show much of a change in the structure of tariffs.

4. Much more important than changes in nonpreferential tariffs was the
elimination of preferential tariffs on imports from the EEC that are not shown
in Table 3. At the least, averages of these tariffs should be provided.
Finally, do not use the expression "old EEC."

5. Chapter 11.2, Quantitative Import Restrictions, is fine. However,
averages of NTPs and NPCs (not INP) and their distribution should be compared,
and changes over time indicated. At the same time, the meaning of the
protection of instant coffee is not clear since this product is exported.

6. There is no need to show the total value of the subsidy element of
temporary admissions in Table 9. Also, the relationship between these figures
and those in Table 10 is not clear. In turn, the subsidy element implicit in
preferential esports to the EEC and the CEAO should be indicated.

7. Chapter IV, The Investment Code, is rather unclear on the reasons for
granting priority status. The differences between Priority Agreements and
Establishment Coventions as to the extent of fiscal benefits would also need
to be clarified. Finally, note the share in industrial value added of firms
benefitting from Priority Agreements and the Establishment Conventions in
1978.

8. As regards the revision of the Investment Code, the reference to the
reduction in duration from 25 to 10 years conflicts with the earlier
statement, according to which Priority Agreements provide benefits for 10
years. Note also whether the tax credit for employment creation would be
provided for more than one year.

9. Chapter V, Other Fiscal Measures, should not be maintained in its
present form. Section 1. Export Taxes should be consolidated with export
subsidies and taken into account in calculating the effective protection of
processing. Section 2, Tax Incentives, belongs to Chapter IV.
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10. In Chapter VI.2, The Combined' System of Industrial Incentives, Sample
Firms Characteristics, should be put in an Appendix, and only a few paragraphs
retained in the text. There are also too many figures in the discussion on
changes in nominal and effective protection. You should rather emphasize
changes in the sectoral averages and the relationship between NPCs and EPCs.
Nor do ESCs require detailed discussion; note simply differences from EPCs.
Finally, the meaning of effective protection coefficients does not need to be

explained.

11. In presenting the DRCs, note how shadow prices have been estimated.
Also, indicate the relationship between EPCs and DRCs. In turn, the bias
against exports should be analyzed in effective rather than in nominal
protection terms and be integrated with the discussion of effective
protection.

12. Finally, there are too many tables. Tables 1 and 2 should be
combined; report variant A or B only. Table 3 should go into the Appendix.
Tables 4 and 5 should be consolidated. Table 6 should go into the Appendix
and figures in this table, as well as in Table 7, should be reported in
millions of CFA decimals. Combine Tables 9, 10, and 11. Table 12 should go
into the Appendix, eliminating "production exported." In Table 14 eliminate
all absolute figures and report export shares; combine with Table 16. All
incentive rates and DRCs should be shown with two decimals in the tables.

cc: Mr. Pursell, IDF

BBalassa:nc
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wr. M04M qurasGM, svM Juss A4, 1"28.

Bela aassa

The maclea adviso*esymport "e3osm Raeve in China" wxy be of
inteest to you. My senarsy vill a&.11 your office to ass If we could
hwon lunch teter to talk about China and other matters.

ftloure



Mr. Ernest Stern, SVPOP Juno 14, 1982.

Bela Bal assa, DRD

China Visit

The onclosod advisory report "Economice Reform in China" may be of
interest to you. My secretary vill call yur office to sea if we could
have lunch together to talk about China and other matters.

cc: Mx. Stanley Please, SVPOP

Enclosure
B~alassatnc



June 14, 1982.

mr. Gerard do Mergeris
French Embassy
2011 1 t ree .W., 9uttO eSM
Wasingon, D.C. 2 W 6

Dowr Gftard,

,I galsin the proimiss"* version of my "Una azaa do 1'exp~riance
ascaliste, an rree." Any cou---te you ay have an tho papot would4 be
greatly appeesoclatd. I wsi give you a all next wesk to wee If ve cAn
have lunth togehr

I wonder i t I coul aso Impose an ymu to ask for swieas ti.oaen
an mmetaery meande. I v"l16 lie proide data on thagg In 1MI and
M2 botween April 10, 1981 and April 30, 1992 and to add ftformaion an he
outst.ann amouns of Bos do Trisor for the a=*a period. It wimi3A be
partlarlay storost to have luarmation Including and ealudsing the
"cossespoantsa 4u Trimmn as as the Cosaa des dep~ts, wbIoba do not
rely an the OSmus do Fromm far wrfnsucing. Finally, I eonder if the
is Information an tb* iawthly average Interest rat an argent au jour l*

jour sur le amrehg msatairo for the aths of April and lXay,

yamrs sieroly.

9=1sisare Be"a waases



June 14, 1982.

Profesor Dr. Armin Outowsi
Pesident 4** SMNA-1notitut

fur Wirtadaha tsovoclug-Ramug'
MNer Jungfornstleg 21

Germany

I read your papers with much Interest on my way to China. In
turn, I enclose ny "Reonoude Refeur In China" I wrote following my trip
there. Your coummto and suggostloas wuld1 be greatly appreciated.

Tes trip to Cina was fascinat and frustrating: I think I
don't have to tell ytm vhy. I was able, however, to Ioa a lot about
the reforms. Do you plan to go there again this yearik

With best eroW4,

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bola Balassa



June 14, 1982.

Mrs. Irma Adelman
Departmmt of Agricultural

and Resoures Economics
University of California at Berkeley
Berkeley, Caifornia 94720

Dear Irma,

Thank you for your letters of May 6 and May 19. 1 hae suggested
January 2 and 3 as dates for the trade sminr but have not yet received
an answer.

China wa fascinating and frustrating: I think I don't have to tell
-you why. Nevertheles, I was able to learn a lot about the reforms-, the
seloed paper is the rsult. I would be interested in having your commets
and reactions.

In my abence I have been moved and cannot find the final version of
my paper on Hungary, I hoe to find it in a week or so and will immediately
send it to you.

Yours sincerely ,

Enclosure Bae Balass&



June 11, 1982.

Dr. R. Mallavaud
Institut National do I& Statistiquo

at des Etudes Ecemiqutes (INSER)
18 Boul4eard Adolphe Pinards
9th Floor
Paris
Frane

Npsmeair friend,

I ancAme a preimary wvesin of my "Uno Aunde do V'omorience
socialiu an roans." Ay comments you say have would be greatly appreciated.

In writing the paper, I hav* used with apeat proft Cohlers I
(April 27) and 2 (May 19) of Tadmes- do Is conjaturv, s well as the
Note do syntats, dated Mrch 3, 1982. You have kindly offered to send
me the next isse of the Note do Synth&**. I would approestot it if this
could be est air mai, together with the latest issue of the bi-vookly.
pubitiotn reportng on Us, romweaux abffrs parus. Many teha in
advance.

It was a pleasure eeing you n a rtse and I hoe that we wti set
again in the not-too-dieanet fturne.

With boat regards,

Sineely yours,

Eaclosure Sola Balasa

P.S. I plan to revise the paper around July Ist and haet tr anslaed by
mid-July for pubication In Cormentis. It to to eas the task of the
translation that I have &om* of the footnote* in French.



June 11, 1982.

Monsieur Jean-Claude Casanova
87, bd. St. Michel, So
Paris 7500
rMiCH

My dear friend,

I enclose, a premiary version of my "Uno anfi do e zAsrienc*
soalisnte an Fran." Aditional copies are being sent to your offie
addresses. Your comments and suggestions for the final revision of the
paper would be nw appeciated.

In the paper, I have tried to document statements made on questions,
such "s protection. This explsas the may footntes; I could cut out am
of them or put referenes to nmmspapers In parenthesis In the text. I could
als delete the two introductory pages on "Is. lutto do* classe" that may be
out of pl= ae in" article an ecoanmi isues, written for a French auiene.

While I will update some of the figures, I do not need any new aterial-
in fact, I have found moe than I could ue. The only figures I have taken by
M. Barre's exellent article relate to the number of days lost to strikes- I
woder what his soure has been and if data for March are available. At be
smen tme, I have given up my serch for the cost of social carges for the
enterprise and have lmitted myslf to citing the conflicting statse.

In order to ease the tdA of the translator, I have left all French
material and ese of the footnos in French. I plan to do the reviion
around July lot and will bring you the French translation on July 17th as
agreed.

I much enjoyed seeing you in Paris and look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa



Juno 11, 1982.

Mr. Pierre-BElort Cassou
Minister* do I'eeonomie
93 rue do Rivoli
75056 Paris

It was good to "ae you and I very much enjoyed the converstione
we had. You can sea that some of your preoccupations reappWWr in the
enclosed paper, although I have chosen not to go into detail in moetary
matters.

Your comments on the paper would be greatly appreciated. I plan
to revise it around the first of July, with a viev to having the French
translation ready by zdd-July f or pubaution* in Commntairo.

I wonder if I eould aso impone on you to sk for some information
on monetary magnitudes. I would ike to provide data on changes In Ml and
M2 between April 30, 1981 and April 30, 1982.and to add information on the
outstanding amuns of Bons do Trfisor for tho same period. It would be
particularly interesting to have information including and exclingt the
"tsorrespondants du Trasor," such as the Caise des dep~ts, which do not
rely on the Banque do Franca foi'efinancing. Finally, I wonder if there
is information on the monthly average interest rate an argent a jour le
jour our le marchfi monfitairs for the months of April and May.

I hope that you do not mind xry turning to you with these requess
but I do not know where thee data originate. (For the earlier period, I
have used- INSEE) .

Yours sincerely,

BElosure Rela Balassa

Sent als to 6 rue Guy de Maupassant
Paris 75016
Frane



June 11, 1982.

Me. Nicole Solyom
Regie Renault
34 Quai du Point du Jour
92109 Boulogme Billmanourt
France

Dear Nicole,

I enclose the praeiary version of my "Una Annte de 1'experiene
solste ua n France." I would much appreciate having your coants on the
paper , in particular the part on Reaulnt. I plan to revise the paper towards
the end of the month.

It was good to see you on my last visit to Paris and we all look
forward to seeing you in August.

With beat regards,

Sinerely yours,

Enclosure i Bela balassa



Mirs. Ina Wahl
15 av. do la Boukdanais
Paris 73007
France

Dear Ina,

I mselse a gprelnunr version of my paper , "U66 gnu"e do
1'empfiris" eftialiso an Fronew.? low ad Jacqegs' commens vwmlde
ameh appreciated.

It rus tat you ave reeivteda maper on Portugal. In turn, I
would ageoeia lbag the revised proecetion* on Fromma. I would 11ke
toeonsult then in evsing myr paper towards the and of the =Moth.

As I mntone to you, I p~ma to be in Paris an July 17th. I
look forward to taking you out for diaver on that day.

Yours sineely,

Encloasrey Bela Balassa
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Jun* 9, 1982.

Professor Xleholan R. Lardy
Dopartsm t RM~Mnaesa
Yale University
NOW ReMU, anaOtacut

Dear Professr Lardyz

I sucloge a copy of my paper "Reenomic Reform in China." Your
couwwnts would b* geatly appreciated. As you &-a mm, I han epeatedly
cited Your v"sY interesting Paper. Sin* I plan to pubish mine, I would

l~eto ask your agreu t to my quoting it. Or, perhaps you hea some
v~kto be pubised I could quote.

- - Your*s inerely,

Enclosure Dea, DOAM66s

Enclosure: "Economic Reform in China" June 3, 1982.



June 9, 1982

MOROCCO: INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES AND EXPORT PROMOTION

PART I

INCENTIVES AND COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE

Chapter 1. The Structure of Incentives in lianufacturing Industries

1. The Structure of Nominal Protection (product protection)

2. The Structure of Effective Protection (joint effects of protective

measures on inputs and outputs)

3. The Structure of Effective Subsidies (joint effects of protective,

tax, and credit measures)

4. The Bias Against Exports

5. Comparison with Primary Activities

Chapter 2. Comparative Advantage in Manufacturing Industries

1. The Measurement of Comparative Advantage (domestic resource cost of

foreign exchange and economic rates of return)

2. Comparison of Incentives and Comparative Advantage (effective rates

and domestic resource cost measure, private and social profitability)

3. Relationships between Comparative Advantage, Capital Productivity and

Labor Productivity

4. Comparisons with Primary Activities



PART II

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 3. Industrial Development and Exports

1. The Place of Manufacturing in the National Economy (value added,

employment, investment, exports, and imports)

2. The Structure and Development of Manufacturing Industries (sectoral

composition, public and private industry, employment, investment,

capital and labor productivity, capacity utilization)

3. The Structure and Development of Manufactured Exports (export growth

and composition, relationship between exports and industrial

production, the contribution of exports and imports to output growth)

4. Export Prospects

Chapter 4. The Development of the System of Production Incentives

1. The Exchange Rate Regime (nominal and real exchange rates)

2. The System of Import Protection

A. Tariffs and tariff-type measures

B. Quantitative import restrictions

C. Price Control

3. The Export Promotion Scheme

A. Foreign exchange regulations

B. Duty exemptions and rebates

C. Income tax benefits

D. Export Promotion Center

E. Standards and Quality Control'



Chapter 5. Development of the System of Taxation and Investment Incentives

1. The System of Income Taxes (personal and corporate income taxes)

2. The Incidence of Indirect Taxes (sales vs. value added taxes)

3. The Industrial Investment Code (changes over time, effects on foreign

investment, exports, the choice of techniques, location, and the

development of the domestic capital goods industry)

4. Comparisons with Other Investment Codes

Chapter 6. The Development of Industrial Finance

1. The Role of Financial Intermediaries

A. Commercial banks

B. Investment banks

C. Securities market

2. - The Role of Interest Rates

A. Interest rates to savers

B. Interest rates to borrowers

C. Cost of intermediation

3. Credit Rationing and Preferences

A. Quantitative controls on credit

B. System of selective credits

C. Export credit and export insurance



JuVA 8, 1982

Mr. Dong Furen
Deputy Director
Institute of Economis
Chinese Ataamw of Social Scienes
5 JRanguomen Nei Dajei

Chisna

Dear Mr. Doug:

I would lik to thank you for your hospitality during my visit to
China. I much endilyvR my stay that pemuitted me to learn first-hand about the
problem facing the Chinese ecaoW*my

As agreed, I enclose a prelmarsy draft of uy paper "Economic Refomn
in China" whiceh contains an appraisal of Chin" econonie policies. I would
appreciate rneevig any con'"""en you may have,. whether they pertain to facs
or to opinions expressed In the paer. Please let me know als if you findt
anything objetionable in the paper, with a view to its eventual publication.

I pan to revise the paper in early July. The final vesion will be
set to you in aid-July when I will leave for an extended trip abroad*

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela B&1&88a

P.S. Two additional copies of the Vapor are sent to you undear sparat* cmser,
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WORLD AANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATIO-

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: June 7, 1982

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRWKN

SUBJECT: Back-to-Office Report (China, May 16-28, 1982)

1. I visited Beijing and Chengtu at the invitation of the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences on May 16-28, 1982. In Beijing, I met with two of
the Vice-Presidents of the Academy, Huang Xiang and Yu Dixin (the latter also
Director of the Institute of Economics in Beijing); gave lectures on the
Hungarian economic reform and on industrial development strategies; and had
four half-days of discussions on economic reform in China. Apart from staff
of the Institute of Economic Research, officials from other Institutes of the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and from the Economic Institutes of the
Planning Commission and the State Economic Commission participated in the
discussions.

2. In Chengtu, I lectured on the Hungarian reform and had discussions on
the decentralization experiments in industry and in agriculture in Sechuan
province. I further visited a commune and, in both Beijing and Chengtu,
state-owned and collective industrial enterprises.

3. My host was Dong Furen, Deputy Director of the Institute of Economic
Research of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences who, incidentally, wrote an
important article on China's economic development strategy in the People's
Daily, the official party newspaper, on May 26, 1982; the synopsis of the
paper published in the English-language China Daily is enclosed. I further
enclose a preliminary version of my- "Economic Reform in China" that was
written in response to Dong Furen's request for comments and suggestions on
China's economic reform policies.

cc: Messrs. S. Husain, AENVP; P. Hasan, AENVP; Jaycox, AEA; Kirmani, AEP;
Turnham, WDR; Koch-Weser, AEA; Lim, AEA; Wood, AEA; Tidrick, AEA;
Porter, AEA;

ERS Directors, DRD Senior Staff, CPD Senior Staff

Enclosures
BBalassa:nc
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The nation's economists still face consumption and accumulation There is also the problem of shif-

many problems, despite gains in from the national revenue still re- ting from the strategy of develop-
the study of the strategy for mained questionable. Therefore, ing grain production to an overall.

China's economic development, ac- new solutions were needed. balanced development inside

cording to an article in Renmin Key points agriculture itself. But it is a hard

Ribao (People's Daily). The strategy which made key task with many problems.

The article, contributed by Dong points outstanding had advantages , In the third facet of this transi-

-Furen, Deputy Director of the as well as disadvantages, and tion. that is, "opening to the out-

Research Institute of Economics balanced development does not side world", whether China should

under the Chinese Academy of mean that all the economic sectors gradually embark on the road of

Secial Sciences, was entitled should develop at the same speed, outward-looking development - as
"Further Study the Strategy for without any key point; neither does some countries are now doing - or
China's Economic Development." it exclude the situation wherein, still keep an inward-looking

Dong said that the 10 principles during a certain period of time. qne development as the foundation, or
fo Chia's conomicpconrcione economic sector or department whether .them'., is a strategy

for China's economic construction m be emphasized in order to somewhere in between the two, are
set forth by Premier Zhao Ziyang guide the development of the other still problems worthy of study.
in his report to the Fourth Session sectors or departments. Export
of the Fifth National People's Con- s o

gress last year marked a strategic In carrying out the strategy of In addition, the position of

transition for China's economic balanced development. whether primary products in our exports -

development. priority should still be given to the ,whether we should replace primary
A growth of the means of production products with manufactured goods

According to him. this trasition is still not very clearly defined. and whether labour-intensive pro-
is manifested mainly in four ways While heavy industry was overem- ducts should for long remain the
from a strategy with speed as the phasized in the past, which caused main export commodities or
main target to one concentrating many side effects, its development whether a changeover should be
on the satisfaction of the people's has now been slowed during the made towards capital-intensive.
basi needs; from the strategy current readjustment. But whether technology-intensive and research-
which laid stress on certai sectors first place should still be given to intensive products as some coun-
to one of balanced development; heavy industry after it becomes tries do, should all be studied.
from the strategy of closing the proportionate with the other sec- Fnly h rniinfo x
country to the outside world to a portnaewhteohrsc- Finally, the transition from ex-
more open policy; the transition tors of the national economy, and tensive development of the

from r strategy with extensive how to combine its development economy to intensive development
development as the mai avenue to with the development of the other will take a long time and there may
one wit an inensivedevelopment, sectors so as to avoid a relapse into be difficulties in such a transition.
one with an itensive dthe former strategy, still merit our One problem is employment. The

- Dong said there were still many study. fundamental. way out lies in inten-
subjects worthy of further study in For a long time the agricultural sive development of production
each of these four aspects. development, owing to natural con- with accompanying increases in

The first aspect - moving to ditions and the increase of popula- productivity.
meet the people's basic needs - tion, has become a restrictive fac- However, in the near future.
would give the people more tangi- tor. The potential surplus of man- since the value of capital cost per
ble economic benefits. But how to power in agriculture is even more worker is high, the employment of
determine which needs were basic difficult to deal with compared with a larger labour force would actually
and in what order these needs could that of -nemployed youth in urban be restricted. On the contrary. ex-
be satisfied at different periods areas. tensive development could provide
were problems to be solved. The balanced development of more chances for employment.

Besides, people had immediate China's economy should be based Therefore, the transition from ex-
needs as well as long-term needs, on a gradual transfer of rural tensive development to intensive
neither of which should be con- population to industry and other development is a long process and
sidered to the neglect of the other. branches of the economy. How to how the two should be combined
-Under such circumstances. what accomplish such a transfer remains will always remain a problem at
-"hbuld he the correct ratio between a serious problem. each period.
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Distribution June 3, 1982

Bela Ratassa, DID and Rove Bonal, IMAn, CPI13

1EDE0CCO: Inutrial Inasetives and Export Promotion

Objective

1. A Indstrial Inentives and Eport Promotion mssion s e duled-M to
visit Morocco In aid-July 1942 for a period of two to thee weeks. This paper
outlines the scope of the mission and the main isse to be covered. The
principal objectie of the mission Is to nama recomenans for reforming
the system of i=nutrial incntimas And export promotion, so as to lmprwft the
efficiency of the iu6w-trlalizton procaea and to Inrease Its contribtiona
to the oerall dbjeatgvem of Motomae's inftstrializatlea strategy.

2. in arynts g out its task, the mssione will rvew the system of
Imt proetion, the export promotion seheme, the application of prie

control, the industrial investmn code, the fin-ann of industry, as ell as
the system of taxation and It wil ake reommndations for their reform.
The mision siU als analyms prospective markets for Morocco's manuactureda
exports and the Impact of the future adhesion of Portugal and Spain to the

3. The stated objaetivos of Morocco's industrial development strategy
include (I) ineasnstg productivity growth; (it) earning foreign exchange
through imporsp mid amsuring efficenet import-substitution; (ill) generating
rapid growth In employment; and (iv) stimulating balanced regional
developsment. To acieve these goas, Morocco e lies on direct interventions
through the public ector and indirect interventions through the system of
Incentives, .

4. Amng industrial inentves, import protection takes the form of
customs duties, a special import tax, and quanttative import restrictlons.
Export promotion measures hae been intoduced to partially offset tbo
negative impact of protection on mnacaturing costs; they consist of
preferential acess to bonk credit at redued iterst rates, duty and tax
examptios (rebates) on ateil Inputs ad achery, tax etons an
profts derived from exports, foeign exchange allocation, and institutional
masures. Since protection often generates aenomic rsts for industrial
produes, the Governent purse* a policy of fixing Indstrial prices on s.
cost-plus basis. In turn, Industrial investment Incntive include duty and
tax exemptons on Imported capital goods, a 22 itesrae rate ebate, incoe
tax exempton*, and amploymnantssdie, the level of which varies
regionally. For projects below DR 100 million (about $17 millio) the
inentives era granted automatcally;for larger projects they are subject. to
negotiations. .nctivaes to industry are further affected by the system of
industrial fi=naandt iazato Oertall, the inentive system t extemely
complex and Is not effetse ae not known with any confidence.



5. The Basic Economic Report (1979) and the ensuing policy dialogue vith
the Government have highlighted the fact that the objectives of industrial
development strategy are met only partially. Despite rapid increases in
investment in 1972-77, value-added and employment in industry have risen
relatively slowly. At the same time, emphasis was put on large capital-
intensive projects for import substitution, in particular cement, sugar and
petroleum refining, leading to a rapid rise in the imports of capital goods
and intermediate products. Furthermore, with the exception of traditional
exports, such as textiles, carpets and leather goods, and phosphate-based
products, industrial exports have not developed to an appreciable extent and
the overall contribution of the industrial sector to Morocco's trade balance
has been disappointing.

6. In recent years, the persistence of large budgetary and current
account deficits have made it necessary for Morocco to implement a
stabilization program, involving reductions in public investment, in imports,
and in external borrowing. As a result, the principal factors behind the
1972-77 surge in economic activity have disappeared, and the rate of economic
growth has declined to a considerable extent (from 6.5 a year in 1972-77 to
3.8% in 1977-80).

7. The Government is now faced with the problem of how to revive
economic growth in a way consistent with a manageabla current account
deficit. Because of the shortage of public funds, its capacity to undertake
large industrial investments has greatly declined and reliance on private
investment - domestic as well as foreign - to sustain industrial growth has
become crucial. For private investment to take place, and to generate the
foreign exchange earnings necessary to finance the ambitious 1981-85
Development Plan, the Gevernment realises that its industrial development
strategy would have to be modified.

Background and Scop. of the Mission

8. The 1981-65 Development Plan aims at improving the situation by (i)
increasing public investment in natural resource-based export-oriented sectors
(mining, phosphates and phosphoric acid); (ii) raising the share of Government
nestmeant allocated to agriculture so as to increase production and exports

aid-t provide processing industries with required inputs (fish, leather and
food products); and (iii) reforming the system of incentives. The 1981-85
public sector investment program was reviewed by the Bank for the forthcoming
Plan Review report. The proposed Industrial Incentives and Export Promotion
mission will thus focus primarily on the reform of incentives, government
policies and institutions, and their efficiency in meeting the objectives of
Morocco's industrial development strategy.

9. Since 1979, the Government and the Bank have been involved in a joint
research project designed to estimate (i) incentive indicators (nominal
protection, effective protection and effective subsidy); and (ii) cost-benefit
indicators (domestic resource costs and economic rates of return), utilising a
methodology developed at the Bank. The study is based on firm level data for
four industrial sectors (textiles, engineering and mechanical industries,
chemicals and agro-industries). As this project is expected to be completed
by the end of June, the proposed mission will be able to draw on the
considerable body of data and results already generated by the Bank consultant
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(in Morocco) and the Moroccan team assigned to this project within the
Ministry of Industry, Commerce, and Tourism.

10. The mission will utilise the findings of the research project to
examine Morocco's comparative advantage in industry and to review the net
effects of the various incentives granted to different sectors through
protection, export subsidies, price control, and credit and tax measures. It
will further provide recomme-daton- for improving the industrial incentives
system and its effectiveness in meeting the overall objectives of Morocco's
industrialisation development strategy. The rec" ations will cover the
system of import protection, the export promotion scheme, price control, the
industrial investmut code, the financing of industry, and the system of
taxation. The mission will also review marketing prospects for Morocco's
exports of manufactured products and the impact of the EEC (trade arrangaments
with Morocco, adhesion of Greece, and the future entry of Portugal and Spain).

Industrial Development and Protection - The Issues

11. The development of the industrial sector has proceeded behind
protection provided in the form of customs duties, the special import tax, and
quantitative import restrictions. The present system of tariff protection was
introduced to grant increasing rates of protection according to the degree of
processing in replacement of the system in existence until 1957 that consisted
of a uniform tariff rate (12.5%) on all commodities. In 1960, the Government
introduced an industrial investment code, subsequently revised in 1973 and in
1982, under which duty exemptions have been provided on the importation of
capital goods. Inputs used in export production also enjoy duty exemptions
(rebates). In turn, a special import tax was introduced in 1973 and gradually
raised from 5% in 1973 to 15% in 1979. Finally, increased use has been made
of quantitative import restrictions.

12. The structure of import protection that has developed over time does
not reflect a rational pattern and Morocco's industrial development strategy
is faced with the usual contradictions implicit in import-substitution
policies. As was highlighted by the 1975 industrial survey, the substitution
process appears to have gone as far as it can in the consumer goods sector,
while extension of import-substitution to intermediate or capital goods
industries is not financially profitable for private entrepreneurs due to
negative or low effective protection.

13. The main issues to be investigated in regard to import protection are

(i) the desirable average rate of effective protection in the
manufacturing sector;

(ii) an appropriate struecture of tariffs

(iii) the procedures used in providing protection;

(iv) the rationalization of quantitative import restrictions,

(v) the possible impact of the reform of the protection system on
industrial sub-sectors and on budgetary revenues;



(vi) the promotion of "backward" integration in the manufacturing
sector; and,

(vii) the stimulation of the development of engineering industries.

13. These issues will be eamined by the mission by drawing on the
results of the research project on industrial incentives, which will provide a
detailed analysis (at the fire level and by sub-sectors) of the level and
structure of import protection in the manufacturing sector. Furthermore,
comparisons of domestic resource costs (DRC's) and economic rates of return at
sub-sectoral and sectoral levels will provide a first indication of the
comparative advantages of Morocco's manufacturing sector. An attempt will
further be made to indicate the relative importance of technical inefficiency,
market size, and inappropriate factor intenity (capital-labor ratio) in
explaining the pattern of domestic resource costs.

14. The following issues pertaining to comparative advantage in the
manufacturing sector will be investigated:

(i) the relationship between the level of incentives and Morocco's
comparative advantages;

(ii) the relationship between capital intensity, employment and the
structure of incentives; and

(iii) the relationship between private and economic profitability in
manufacturing;

(iv) possible measures that may be used to improve the efficiency
of the industrialisation process on a sectoral or sub-sectoral
basis.

Export Promotion

15. Reliance on export expansion to generate the foreign exchange
necessary for attaining a high rate of economic growth has been an important
feature of every Development Plan since 1972. However, actual exports have
fallen considerably short of the targets. In 1973-77, exports of goods and
non-factor services grew by only 0.61 a year in real terms compared to a Plan
target of 10%; in 1978-80, the actual growth rate was 2.6% compared to the
Plan objective of 6.61. Judging from past experience, the 1981-85 Development
Plan's objective of a 7.5% annual growth rate for exports appears unlikely to
be achieved unless substantial changes are made in the present system of
incentives. At the same time, Bank reports have consistently stated that
potential long-term growth prospects for Morocco's exports are quite
favorable.

16. In 1981, the two largest sources of export earnings, exclusive of
services, were agricultural products (31.1% of merchandise exports) and
phosphate rock (31.2%). In the case of agricultural exports, growth has been
quite slow in the past, in part because of the stagnation of production since
1971. The system of incentives in agriculture involves the complex
intervention of the Government at the production level (in irrigated areas)
and at the marketing level (through OCE which controls all exports of primary



and proessede agrIvaual preftCgs). In the case of phosphate exports, the
report prepared by IFD for the 1"2t FAa Reewa Nin empasised the
Importane of the tavestawat and prl*Lug stregy of OC. The July ussaloaa
will focus on the promton of manufactured exports, ialuang pressed
agriaultual and phospbate-based product**

17. Betweren 1967 and 19Wg, NMrocc's manufactured exports rose at a
overage anna1 atea of 9.3 pereent, baeo the avoas rate of increase of 15
poreAmt for all developlag costeso At tho saae time, growth was largely
limited to a few teditiena Ienstries procmang mainly loalt atur
resources (textiles, clothing, carpets, lather producs), where Morocco
enjoeda the advantages of low wags ad prerential aces to the C....
Narket, and phwaphate-ead products (pbospheric acid and fertilizers). With
insufficent anneeiv de to low effective' proection of exports and the
ovnevaation of the acange at*, bo cntribution of =* -tradltlona
industries has r~mklued salls although *xpot* of transport equipment,

'electronics mad elaetialt asehly, rubber and plastic manufactures have
bean in reent years.

is. While the expots of phosphate rock and phoopbate-based producs
could grow in the eighties at a rate close to that achieved in 19%7-W (5.3Z
year In real torms), exports of agricultural products are likely to increase
at a very slowrate, If at all. - a 199, the Eno accounted f or 74Z of
Morocco's food exports, and secrng ~to m rant stiates, a substantial part
of thies aeot*e would be replaced by producttsa rmGeecae, Portugal, and
Spain.

19. If total exporte arningsae to grow at a faster vote, Morocco will
have to expand is expors of anuftactured goodsp Isluing portvaditional
producs#a In order to asit MroccoI this~ effort. the miso will sake
re'ommendans for improving the esport promotion effort, and It will review
(with the help of a cnsulmting firm) arsket prspects for manfactured expors
and the posibilties for introducing new expers.

20. The recommandation for imprqvin the system of inentives to exports
will draw an the results of the esi&proecat on industral Incentives.
The mssiotn will reve and isuss with the Goerment the overall isse of
the level of incentives grated to exports, inelsding the affocts of the
present excha rote. Poeye rocmmendstimws wi toe an specific
Incentives to exports ad on the fisal cost of posible altornatives. This
will involve

(I) exmining the extent of the matt-export bias In the pesent
system of Incentives;

(ii) aking rocommadatin for reducing this bias; and

(III) analyzing the meres that myp be used for this purpoe.

21. At the institutional level, the mision will review progrss ade by
the Goenen t in improving admnitrative procedures for exportes, including

(I) .foreign exchange egulations affecting expots;



(ii) the administration of duty exemptions and rebates;

(iii) the administration of the export credit and export insurance
schemes (see also the financing of industry);

(iv) the role and functions of the Export Promotion Centeri and

(v) the creation of an agency responsible for establishing
standards and promoting quality control.

Price Control

22. Price control has been used in Morocco to appropriate some of the
profits generated by protection and to limit price increases. The mission
will update earlier work on price control by the Bank, focusing on the
following issues:

(i) the scope of price control;

(ii) the methods used in setting prices;

(iii) the need for price liberalization; and

(iv) the possible effects of the freeing of prices on individual
sectors and on the rate of inflation.

The System of Tnvestment Incentives

23. Morocco has relied on investment codes to promote investment in
various branches of the economy. Although this policy may have led to
increases in the rate of return to capital, the results obtained have not been
up to expectations. According to the limited data available, the policy has
probably been responsible for the rise in the capital-labor ratio, and the
expected surge in foreign investment has not materialized. The Government has
recently revised the industrial investment code and it is presently engaged in
the revision of Rome of the other codes.

24. Specific issues addressed by the mission in regard to investment
incentives will include

(i) the administrative complexity of the investment codes;

(ii) the harmonization of incentives provided by the various codes
and their relationship with the overall reform of industrial
incentives; and

(iii) the probable effects of the new industrial investment code on
foreign investment, exports, the choice of technique,
location, and the domestic capital goods industry.

The Financing of Industry

25. Morocco has a diversified system of financial intermediaries,
including fifteen coercial banks, five institutions specializing in medium



and long-term finaning, two savings institutions, and the securities
aret. Nmsthelme, fiancial Intermediaries handle a relatively sall
volue of funds, and the regulations In force tend to compartmentalize the
market and safeguard the profit margins of the financial institutions. The
future develoeenst of flummital arkets, which would permit improving the
effetieness with which donestie resources are mobilized and used for
productive invesent, remains a fundamental problea for the years ahead.
Major issues to be considered by the mision will Inlude

(I) the roe of the seurities market in mobilizing private
savings in Morocco; and

(ii) the contributions ade by the institutions established to-
promote the securities mark~t; and

(III) the regulatory freamork.

26. The combination of quantitative controls on doestic credit, which
have been the ain instrumnt for controlling the money supply since 1976, and
the large domstic borowings of the Treasury have led to & fall in the share
in total doesatc cedit of productive eatorprises, in particular in the
private sector. This raises the following questions the mission will need to
addreas t

(I) the implications of credit controls for the financing of
investment, and

(ii) the preference given to public anterprisos over private firm
in granting credit.

27. During the seventies, interest rates have played a minor role in
allocating credit aong berrmmrus as they wore kept relatively low and the
Goerment relied on other manss to achieve finncial objectives, Since 1977,
interest rates have been regularly raised, so that their average levels
approxiately equals the rate of inflation* Rawaert the structue of
interest rates say not correspond toei-fat whIch would euerge if existing
controls were removed. The mision wi exmine

(I) the relative role of interest rates and other criteria in
rationing available credit aong borrowers;

(Ii) the desirable overall level of interest rates;

(III) the deeirable rate structure., and

(tv) the implications of high interest rates in Europe-dollar
markets for Morocco.

28. Traditioally, selectivity of credit in Morocco has been assured by
the creation of lending institutions specialized by sector. In recent years,
this policy has been generalized by creating special lending facilities that
provide preferential access to credit at subsidized interest rate. At
present, these facilities cover projects benafitivg from investment codes,
investment projects for exports, specific activities (touris, shipping.



ae.), *peel t investors (emu anedin 1a 1as Isfr, handicraf to), mid
specif le types of cedit (rodieounta masun-torm OvaT"10

29. In view of* the Incras waplexty of the systes of credit, and the
rodueed eampatitlon botwwot the finacia Institution* t impies, the
efficiency of this Mhal secte approaab to cedit policy seede to be
assessed* Aloam mad e to examie tho avsesa to cedi~t by firms which are
nt coeed by peferential &*bomo The raleanmt lsas Ieelud

(I) the extent of compettion between bans;e

(U1) the cost of isurmedationa by the baks;

(Il) th. --- to t ubsdie t. ienrta te*s of .edt,

(iv) the system of expor credit, export insuawAn, and Insuae
eaaint excuouge rate fluctuation; 404

(V) the depedenc on automatic rediscontlg by the Central Bank
for cartolu types of credit.

Te Systom of Taxation

30. Since 1976, budget deficits ave em a at a high level,. adthe
Government has raised In sessivae stages the rate of the special 1uport tax
in order to Incrses reenes. While the rocoamesdatleas of the mssion Wil
have budgetar implleatious, they should not lead to an inceased deficit that
would be contrary to the objectives of the current stad-by agremienat between
Morocco and the itHY, Thus$, to the extent that the recommaneatne isrolv
addtional Goesmnmt expenuesa or lea of rvenue, offetting souresn of
tax revenin will used to be identfed.

31. The Horoecon tax system was ostensiely studied by the IMF In 1978,
and the INF has reently reviewed proposals far'tax reform. The asolomn wil
consider alternative ways to offset tbbdgetar impact ofte pftp"ed
reform of Int iale Incentives andAoo prosetin In the frmaeo* of the
Df reco'mendation and In clon seoperation with the IMF* This raises the

following Issues:

(I) the fiscal implications of additional Incentives to exporte ;

(ii) the Imact of the proposed modifications in the satu of
ariffs and quantitate import restritions on government
revene I ad

(Ili) alternative ways to offset the budgetary effets of the
propom ne ntive raerms.

Staf fIa and I"sa

32, Forma Goenmenot opprmml for the Industrial Incotaives and Naport
Promoto misio will be sought in Jura during a abort visit to abat by the
deputy chlof of the aetmiso (Mr. Bonne). In. view of the 1"ag takaoevamen of
the Manstry of Indstry, Commee aod Tourism In the jolat remoanck projet



ock induestal tuseatives with the Bank, it is suggested that we propose to the
Minitry that the Xueocca tam involved in the rimoarch proect joins the
July mission. The roe of this ea*$a as wall as details of the Bak msioa,
would be discussed with the Goeneant in June.

33. Tho July mision would Include a utssion -chief (Mr. Balassa), a
dtputy mission chief, a genral ecnoist , tbo Bank conulant assigned to the
research projet in Morocco, two consultants who wil be responsible for tho
study of Industrial flammna ond marketing prossecs for manufactured emports
and a Moroen t*=a (mnme and tak* to be determind In June). The tming
of the mssiotn will coincide wth an IDF appraisal mission for engineering
ianstries, whicb will make it posie. for OF to contribute to the
Industrial Inentives and Uxport Promotion misn.e



M. oddard Vnstoilbotton, ME June 2, 1982.

Sos;a Balassa, DRD

We rocnnend the following papers for inclusion In tba Reprint Seies.

Avtshay Braverma and Joseph E. Stiglts, "Sharecropping and the Interlinking
of Aarl" Markets," fetan Reamemt Reviw, forteomnts.

Arne Drud, "A Survey of Mod-al Representations and Siatione4- A3gerts n
Soe Exiting Modeling Systeem," Jouale of REnomica Dym adGsr
fortmn.

Alexwwker Xseraus, "An Algebraic Anwosacb to modeling" Joural of ftonomit
: Pqwie sq Conrol fothoomng.

Praeep Mitrea. "Teory o n telne ua gnsdi "Junlo

I enclose memos from the authors indicating the roeanee of the
papers for the Sak ad for devveloping countries.

I barther Wbauitt a rwmdA*4m 'by Gerao Feder.

cc: Mr. Stouaait, BD
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Mt. PfURET GUM CALIKA, ft&An SECUeRIESa 9VOKRA4 Asa) FI*ASCI CORP.
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BEA RALASSA
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uAm 1, 1982.

Cina Publitimsan Centro
(MwXI SOIRM)
P. 0, Box 3"9

Dear Sir:

I would lie to order the Beijing Revwe sstaig with the

Maey 31, 1982 Ise. A chock for $13.30 is aelsed for oe ywwr's

Tous sincerely,

Enclosure Bela alassa


